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Introduction
General William L. Shelton, USAF

Commander, Air Force Space Command

Our	most	pressing	need	is	clear	policy,	formed	by	shared	consen-
sus,	shaped	by	 informed	discussion,	and	created	by	a	common	
body	of	knowledge.1  

~ General Michael V. Hayden, USAF, retired 

As the former director of the National Security Agency 
and Central Intelligence Agency, General Hayden is one 

of the nation’s leading experts on America’s needs in the cyber-
space domain.  I am pleased this edition of the High	Frontier	
Journal will help inform the discussion and hopefully enhance 
the body of knowledge on cyberspace.  

Deputy Secretary of Defense, William J. Lynn, recently rec-
ognized the need for “a new strategy for cybersecurity” in which 
“the principal elements of that strategy are to develop an orga-
nizational construct for training, equipping, and commanding 
cyberdefense forces.”2  Air Force Space Command’s (AFSPC) 
charge is to organize, train, and equip Air Force forces to operate 
effectively in the cyberspace domain.  One of my top priorities 
for the command is to operationalize and normalize cyberspace, 
thereby enabling our Air Force to (1) provide our portion of that 
cyber defense force the deputy secretary desires, and (2) build 
the Air Force contribution to the joint capabilities of US Cyber 
Command.  We laid the organizational foundation with the es-
tablishment of 24th Air Force, later designated Air Forces Cyber 
as the Air Force operational component to US Cyber Command.  
Further, we established a Cyberspace Professional Development 
Program and are graduating a cyber force from newly created 
training and education programs.  Finally, we are integrating cy-
ber into the joint fight with efforts such as placing Cyberspace 
Operations Liaison Elements within combatant commands.

While this is an encouraging start, much more work needs to 
be done.  In this issue of the High	Frontier	Journal, we look at 
cyberspace from a defensive perspective and how to protect op-
erations in this evolving domain.  Unlike the physical domains, 
cyberspace is engineered and built by humans, and the cyber-
space domain changes as quickly as the technology allows.  This 
makes cyber defense an ever-changing challenge, one that re-
quires new strategies and new thinking based on the “common 
body of knowledge.”  This High	Frontier	Journal is one small 
step in understanding this evolving realm. 

Defending the rapidly changing cyberspace domain requires 
agility and adaptation.  Our first focus of this endeavor is to es-
tablish a single Air Force Network (AFNet).  The current multi-
tude of networks and configurations complicates our processes 
and overall network defense—plus it inhibits enterprise-level 
operational efficiencies.  Lt Gen Michael J. Basla, AFSPC’s vice 
commander, outlines three reasons why the Air Force must mi-
grate to AFNet.  Contributing authors further dive into the details 
of the AFNet architecture from headquarters, center, and squad-
ron perspectives.

Cyberspace defense must be considered from multiple 
points of view, and we are soliciting all good ideas.  I commend 

SSgt Andrew Jones for his article on training cyber defenders.  
My generation, as digital immigrants, would be well-served by 
listening to the ideas of the digital natives who have a better in-
herent understanding of this domain.  Finally, I appreciate the 
industry perspective, always a mainstay of the High	 Frontier	
Journal, but more importantly, because industry leads in the cy-
ber realm, not government.    

The next issue of the High	Frontier	Journal will examine “The 
Space Commission: 10 Years Later.”  The Space Commission in-
fluenced numerous organizational changes, such as the merger 
of US Space Command with US Strategic Command, emergence 
of a single-hatted AFSPC commander, aligning Space and Mis-
sile Systems Center under AFSPC, and the establishment of the 
National Security Space Institute.  With the recent release of the 
National Space Policy and National Security Space Strategy, Air 
Force space management realignment and Defense Space Coun-
cil establishment, now is an appropriate time to reflect back on 
our recent history as we chart our course for the future.  Lessons 
learned and insights gained can be applied to both space and cy-
berspace.  I look forward to reading your perspectives in the next 
edition.

Notes:
1 Michael V. Hayden, “The Future of Things ‘Cyber’,” Strategic	Stud-

ies	Quarterly, Spring 2011.
2 William J. Lynn III, “Defending a New Domain,” Foreign	Affairs, 

Sep/Oct 2010.
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Toward a Single AFNet
Three Reasons Why the Air Force Must Migrate

Lt Gen Michael J. Basla
Vice Commander

Air Force Space Command
Peterson AFB, Colorado

For thousands of years, military leaders integrated and ex-
ploited information to achieve success.  When Joint Vi-

sion 2010 (JV2010) was published in 1996, it stated, 

Throughout history, gathering, exploiting, and protecting infor-
mation have been critical in command, control, and intelligence.  
The unqualified importance of information will not change in 
2010.  What will differ is the increased access to information 
and improvements in the speed and accuracy of prioritizing and 
transferring data brought about by advances in technology.1

The authors of JV2010 had it absolutely right.  As the Ameri-
can way of war evolved from the strategy of attrition employed 
by Generals Grant, Pershing, and LeMay into a strategy based 
on speed, surprise, precision, and maneuver, information became 
the foundation of modern warfare.

As important as information is though, the Air Force never 
took an enterprise approach to delivering this critical require-
ment.  Instead, different communities established multiple net-
works to support warfighting functions.  Each community isolat-
ed their information sharing and command and control.  Hence, 
without an enterprise approach to providing a common commu-
nications fabric, the Air Force’s ability to effectively leverage 
the cyber domain could become the weak link in the kill chain.  
Worse, an adversary could exploit this as a critical vulnerability.  
This legacy approach inhibited information sharing and severely 
reduced mission assurance.

In September 2000, Chief of Staff of the US Air Force Gener-
al Michael Ryan published a Notice to Airmen (NOTAM) calling 
for the Air Force to “fundamentally change the way we leverage 
our networks” and made the first mention of the “one Air Force, 
one network” concept.2  Most Airmen have never heard of this 
NOTAM, but even 10 years ago our leaders saw the transforma-
tional benefits that a single Air Force network (AFNet) would 
have on our warfighting capabilities.  The Air Force has made 
some progress toward building a single AFNet in the years since 
this NOTAM, but more work and support are required.  This ar-
ticle provides a brief overview of the factors that inform both 
the need and urgency with which AFNet migration must occur 
and the benefits once completed.  Simply put, a single Air Force 
network is crucial to leverage our advantage in the cyber domain.  
Couple this operational imperative with the increased require-
ments for mission assurance and the need to realize information 
technology (IT) efficiencies have made network migration Air 
Force Space Command’s (AFSPC) number one cyber priority.

More than 10 years after General Ryan published his NOTAM, 

the Air Force continues to struggle with multiple information do-
mains that hamper our ability to share information.  Even to-
day, each major command (MAJCOM) commands and controls 
much of its own IT enterprise, develops its own architectures, 
and engineers its own solutions to provide core IT services.  The 
resulting patchwork implementation with myriad configurations 
complicates a commander’s ability to control the cyber bat-
tlespace.  Without control it becomes nearly impossible to com-
mand.  It also complicates commander’s abilities to share infor-
mation across domains let alone prioritize and deliver the best 
information for the joint warfighter.  Today, through the aggres-
sive efforts of Airmen at the 624th Operations Center, Network 
Operations and Security Centers (NOSC) and Network Control 
Centers, the Air Force asserts some semblance of control over 
the Air Force portion of this domain.  However, today’s network 
configuration will stretch the ability to command forces in and 
through the increasingly contested cyber battlespace.

The Air Force has the organization in place to command 
forces in the cyber domain with the assignment of AFSPC as 
lead MAJCOM for cyberspace operations.  Twenty-fourth Air 
Force stood up as the component Numbered Air Force warfight-
ing headquarters for cyberspace operations and was designated 
by US Strategic Command as Air Forces Cyber under the sub-
unified command of US Cyber Command.  To truly command 
across this warfighting domain, though, there must be a way to 
control its related capabilities and forces.  Today, three NOSCs 
operate and maintain 14 distinct networks on the NIPRNet alone.  
With such complexity and the flood of new services pushed daily 
from industry and pulled by users, it is increasingly difficult to 
operate and maintain secure operations within this environment; 
mission assurance suffers as a result.  Further challenging our 
migration efforts is the level of comfort some commanders have 
under the current model of “owning” their piece of the AFNet.  
However, like General Ryan, I believe we simply cannot con-
tinue to operate and maintain these disparate networks.  We must 
reduce complexity by collapsing these networks into a single Air 
Force domain.  

Even as cyberspace capabilities offer our forces distinct ad-
vantages at the strategic, operational, and tactical levels, our ad-
versaries can also use this domain in an asymmetric strike.  We 
need to aggressively put in place changes that will, in the longer 
term, equip our forces with a more responsive, resilient, and ulti-
mately more defendable network.  

Today’s myriad of configurations, services, and systems 
fielded are the Achilles’ heel of our Air Force.  With the fluid 
and ever-changing threats to our cyber assets, today’s network 
control centers, NOSCs, and enterprise service units protect our 
network via an endless stream of software patches, information 
assurance vulnerability alerts and NOTAMs.  Despite these ef-
forts, the operational commander still cannot be certain about 
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the absolute cyber security posture of forces.  By migrating to a 
single domain, configurations can be more easily standardized, 
day-to-day operations and maintenance can be more readily 
regimented, and ultimately, the operational commander can have 
greater assurance that forces are secure from attacks through the 
cyber domain.  While one network possesses its own vulnerabili-
ties, these are offset by improved ability to equip, train, operate, 
and monitor.

As challenging as these attacks through cyberspace may 
be, the Department of Defense (DoD) faces an equally daunt-
ing challenge of confronting these threats while finding ways to 
reduce the federal budget deficit.  Late last year, Secretary of 
State Hillary Clinton stated “[The deficit] poses a national secu-
rity threat in two ways: it undermines our capacity to act in our 
own interest, and it does constrain us where constraint may be 
undesirable.”3  In January 2011, Secretary of Defense Robert M. 
Gates announced a series of efficiency decisions designed to save 
the DoD more than $150 billion over the next five years primar-
ily by reducing overhead costs, improving business practices, 
and culling excess or troubled programs.4  To this end, the Air 
Force announced a 25 percent reduction  in our communications 
infrastructure budget across the Future Years Defense Program.5  
To meet this ambitious goal, we need to eliminate unnecessary 
redundancy, consolidate the delivery of core IT services, and re-
duce the cost of delivering those services to forces in the joint 
fight.  By migrating to a single AFNet, we will simplify the deliv-
ery of these services, reduce the operations and maintenance bur-
den to deliver these services, and ultimately control cost.  Further, 
by taking an enterprise approach to this domain, we can continue 
our efforts to commoditize IT buys to drive down procurement 
costs, leverage economies of scale to deliver the services where 
and when required, and converge technologies to reduce the IT 
footprint.  Many of these benefits could be realized to a much 
smaller degree without a single AFNet, but with the single net-
work, we will preserve and improve cyberspace capability while 
meeting cut back requirements.  A single AFNet allows the pro-
fessionals who work with the network to have focused training 
and develop in-depth expertise on one network instead of being 
responsible for the intricacies of multiple networks.

Network migration has not been easy, but with our renewed 
operational focus, we have made great strides toward complet-
ing this effort.  Through 2010, 17 bases migrated into the AFNet 
single network; four bases successfully shifted to this common 
network in December alone.  If we were to continue at this steady 
pace, we would be on track to finish in the 2015 or 2016 time-
frame.  Because this time line is certainly late to need, AFSPC 
put together a team to find ways to accelerate the schedule.  

Speed alone is not the measure of success; operational impact 
is critical.  At one base, the wing commander informed the mi-
gration team that the migration was a non-event, and if he had 
not been in-briefed, he would not have known it was happening.  
At another base, the outbrief was cancelled because the migra-
tion went so smoothly that there was nothing to brief.  These 
are certainly encouraging reports, but some migrations may not 
be so smooth—there may be unforeseen issues on bases with 
combatant commands and MAJCOM headquarters.  We must 
prepare for the most challenging efforts.  The MAJCOM vice 

commanders will have met in late April to discuss the best way 
ahead.

There will be challenges inherent to this type of service-wide 
effort.  Technical issues yet to be uncovered will emerge.  Given 
today’s tough fiscal environment, we will need advocacy from 
all the MAJCOMs for funding to complete this effort.  Addition-
ally, there must be cooperation in defining the core services the 
AFNet will provide and partnership in executing the plan that all 
the MAJCOMs helped develop.

For the past 10 years, the Air Force pushed to create a single 
AFNet.  Operationally, a single AFNet streamlines information 
sharing and simplifies the processes required for a commander 
to command and control forces via this cyber capability.  From 
a mission assurance perspective, the AFNet simplifies the opera-
tion and maintenance of the service’s network and reduces the 
number of threat vectors enemies can exploit.  Finally, a single 
AFNet reduces operations and maintenance costs and enables 
many of the economies of scale required to absorb a 25 percent 
reduction in IT infrastructure;6 affordability is a distinct advan-
tage of migration to a single AFNet.  As the Air Force continues 
to mature cyber forces, a single AFNet will be a critical compo-
nent in our ability to successfully maintain freedom of action in 
this domain.

Notes:
1 Joint Vision 2010 (JV2010), Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, 

1996, 16, http://www.dtic.mil/jv2010/jv2010.pdf.
2 Notice to Airmen, NOTAM 00-05, September 2000.
3 Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton says	deficit	 is	 national	

security	threat, Capital Hill, 18 September 2010.
4 US Department of Defense, “DoD News Briefing with Secretary 

Gates and Admiral Mullen from the Pentagon,” Secretary of Defense 
Robert M. Gates and Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff Admiral Mike Mul-
len, news transcript, 6 January 2011, http://www.defense.gov/transcripts/
transcript.aspx?transcriptid=4747.

5 Ibid.
6 Ibid.

Lt Gen Michael J. Basla (BS, 
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Air Force Institute of Technology, 
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is vice commander, Air Force Space 
Command, Peterson AFB, Colo-
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Command, and the other functional 

and geographic combatant commands with missile warning, position-
ing, navigation and timing, communications and cyber capabilities. 
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General Basla also directs and coordinates the activities of the head-
quarters staff.
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Mitigating Cyber Friendly Fire:
A Sub-Category of Cyber Mishaps

Dr. Dee H. Andrews
Senior Scientist

Air Force Research Laboratory
Mesa, Arizona

Dr. Kamal T. Jabbour
Senior Scientist

Air Force Research Laboratory
Rome, New York

Friendly fire accidents leading to fratricide have tragically 
been a part of warfare since humans first began combat. 

Difficulties with proper combat identification are a constant 
challenge in kinetic warfare on today’s battlefield despite the 
advent of digital aids such as blue force tracker (digital com-
munications systems which provide situational awareness [SA] 
for all levels of command on the battlefield.)  It is an unfortunate 
fact that friendly fire accidents will be with us in kinetic warfare 
for the far foreseeable future. 

As recent experience has proven, friendly fire is not confined 
to the kinetic domain.  Cyber friendly fire, a subcategory of cy-
ber mishaps, that lead to cyber damage, is now a complicating 
factor in cyber operations.  As is the case with kinetic friendly 
fire, cyber friendly fire is the non-intentional damage or disrup-
tion of blue forces while trying to defend attacks from red or 
gray forces, or in trying to attack red forces. 

In this article we discuss briefly traditional kinetic friendly 
fire and combat identification, and then we explain how our un-
derstanding of that type of activity can help us better understand 
the cyber friendly fire phenomenon and how it might be miti-
gated. 

Kinetic Combat Identification and Friendly Fire
The goal of combat identification (CID) is to improve unit 

combat effectiveness while preventing fratricide (friendly fire) 
and minimizing collateral damage.  CID is the process that hu-
man shooters or sensors go through to identify entities on the 
battlefield prior to making shoot/don’t shoot decisions.  To 
perform CID, the warfighter uses all available means at their 
disposal to sort the entities on the battlefield prior to applying 
combat power. 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff define combat identification as:  “… 
the process of attaining an accurate characterization of detected 
objects to the extent that high confidence and timely application 
of military options and weapon resources can occur.”1 

Fratricide is defined as “the employment of friendly weapons 
and munitions with the intent to kill the enemy or destroy his 
equipment or facilities, which results in unforeseen and uninten-
tional death or injury to friendly personnel.”2

Fratricide Rates
A review of reported kinetic fratricide rates through the twen-

tieth century and into the twenty first century shows that those 
rates are not decreasing despite the introduction of advanced 
technologies designed to increase target identification perfor-
mance.  This lack of progress in reducing the rates is partly due 
to the increased accuracy and lethality of modern weapons.  In 
the kinetic world when blue warfighters shoot at targets, be the 
targets red or blue, they are more likely to hit and kill them than 
in the past.  Reliance on technology alone is a flawed strategy 
because technology is not infallible; technology may fail or be 
unavailable, and it may be undermined by technology developed 
by an adversary.  Human SA will always be part of the equation 
because, ultimately, the human gives the order and pulls the trig-
ger.  For example:

 
• From World War II, Korea, Vietnam, and the Gulf War, 

analysts concluded that about 15 percent of US casualties 
were the result of fratricide.  

• First Gulf War, 35 of 146 US combat deaths, about a quar-
ter, were the result of fratricide.  In an article published at 
the end of 2001, the author indicates that of the first four 
Americans killed in the initial months of the operation in 
Afghanistan, three were killed by friendly fire.3 

Most of the 20th century conflicts demonstrate a consistent 
fratricide rate of 10 to 15 percent.  However, in addition to the 
reported fratricides, analysts have always assumed that fratri-
cide rates might be even higher than reported.  This may be true 
because fratricide is such a horrible phenomenon that combat 
units may sometimes look for any reason to discount fratricide 
as a possible cause of casualties.  For example, analysis of frat-
ricide data collected from the three combat training centers (Na-
tional Training Center, Joint Readiness Training Center, Combat 
Maneuver Training Center) shows that fratricide rates are five 
to eight times the previously acknowledged rate.  Even if we as-
sume that warfighters are more prone to fire with less caution in 
a training setting, this higher rate of fratricide is startling.4

Cyber Friendly Fire Working Definition
Modifying the US Army Training and Doctrine Command 

definition for friendly fire above, our working definition for cy-
ber friendly fire is: The employment of friendly cyber defenses 
and weapons with the intent of either defending the blue cyber 
systems from attack from red or gray forces, or attacking the 
enemy to destroy or damage their people, equipment, or facili-
ties, which results in unforeseen and unintentional damage to 
friendly cyber systems.  We consider cyber friendly fire to be a 
sub-category of cyber mishaps.

Senior Leader Perspective
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Cyber fratricide is not only cyber affecting cyber, it is cross 
domain.  The cyber domain can cause unintended consequences 
in the air, space, land, and sea domains.  Cyber can also be af-
fected by these domains and threats from the electromagnetic 
spectrum, lasers, nuclear, biological and chemical weapons, 
and environmental factors.  Cyber friendly fire is not an insider 
threat, which is intentional harm to, or theft from, a blue cyber 
system. 

Unclassified examples of cyber mishaps that could have been 
caused by the unintended consequence of cyber fires:

A significant majority of cyber friendly fire incidents in the 
military domain are by nature highly classified.  So, providing 
examples at that level in this article is not possible.  However, 
the following are four non-classified examples of cyber friendly 
fire incidents:

1. An example from a non-military domain illustrates the 
danger of cyber friendly fire. In 2009, a Federal Avia-
tion Administration (FAA) software technician installed a 
patch to an FAA system.  This patch was installed argu-
ably as a defense against an ongoing or imminent cyber 
threat against the FAA system or comparable systems.  
The unintended result was that a large part of the  air 
traffic control system in the eastern US mistakenly came 
down for a number of hours.  These types of inadvertent 
friendly fire incidents have happened in the Department 
of Defense (DoD), and there is always the threat of them 
happening again.

2. In March 2010, the DoD allowed access to social net-
working sites (SNS) from DoD computers. Shortly there-
after, two unanticipated consequences resulted: (1) a high 
percentage of base bandwidth was consumed by access 
to SNS, hampering critical operations on those bases, and 
(2) operational security concerns ensued from inadvertent 
posting of sensitive information.

3. In response to ongoing or imminent cyber threats to simi-
lar commercial or military systems, security patches of 
legacy systems disrupt occasionally system functional-
ity.  If the security patches are considered defensive cy-
ber fires, then the resulting unintended consequences may 
qualify as cyber mishaps.

4. The Air Force accident investigation board has released 
its results concerning the possible causes of the 29 March 
1999 crash of the unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) Global 
Hawk No. 2.  The mishap occurred when Global Hawk 
inadvertently received a test signal for flight termination 
from a test range on Nellis AFB, Nevada which was out-
side the frequency coordination zone in which the UAV’s 
mission was being flown.  This caused Global Hawk to go 
into a termination maneuver involving a pre-programmed, 
rolling, vertical descent from an altitude of 41,000 feet. 
Global Hawk No. 2, valued at approximately $45 million, 
crashed at China Lake Naval Weapons Center, California.  

When it crashed, there was no fire, and China Lake per-
sonnel secured the site.  Since the “kill” sequence was in-
tended as a defensive cyber fire against an out-of-control 
or rogue aircraft, its accidental use qualifies arguably as 
a cyber mishap with an unintended kinetic consequence.5

Cyber Friendly Fire Implications
Blue force cyber capabilities can be severely reduced or tak-

en out entirely by a cyber friendly fire incident.  A major differ-
ence between traditional and cyber friendly fire is the difficulty 
in gauging the potential damage to blue or grey forces that a 
cyber action might cause.  In traditional kinetic friendly fire we 
can make estimates before we launch a weapon about the size of 
damage radius from where the weapon will impact.  That is true 
all the way from a rifle bullet to a nuclear weapon.  We can make 
tactical decisions based on that relatively certain knowledge of 
the danger the weapon launch poses to blue forces.  Knowing 
where all blue forces are at all times is certainly a challenge, but 
it can be done.  However, due to the “system of systems” nature 
of blue cyber, it is very difficult to know exactly what effect 
our blue defensive or offensive actions will have on blue assets 
since we can’t be sure exactly how far out the cyber action might 
spread.  The difficulty in doing a damage estimate before cyber 
action is taken makes cyber friendly fire difficult to identify and 
mitigate. 

Current State of Friendly Fire Awareness in the Air 
Force

The cyber friendly fire problem is recognized by some cyber 
specialists in the Air Force, as demonstrated by attendance at 
two cyber friendly fire workshops that the Air Force Research 
Laboratory co-hosted with the 24th Air Force over the last couple 
of years.  However, recognition is not broad, and we are un-
aware of any attempt to measure or mitigate the problem yet.  
There is currently no system for reporting cyber friendly fire 
incidents when they occur.  Consequently, there is no database 
of these incidents for analysts to examine.  

Potential Mitigation Strategies 
There may well be technical means for mitigating the cyber 

friendly fire threat.  One might think about software that could 
automatically scan the blue network once informed of a poten-
tial cyber activity and warn the cyber warrior about how far the 
action would impact the rest of the blue network, and what the 
potential for harm might be.  If such software could provide that 
estimate then the blue warrior could make a risk-reward trade-
off to decide whether to go ahead with the action.  Of course, 
since cyber operations happen so very quickly, there may not be 
time to do this type of analysis depending on the action contem-
plated, especially if the blue network is under attack. 

General Cyber Friendly Fire Situational Awareness 
Dr. Mica Endsley tells us that increasing cyber SA through 

technical means is feasible.6  Dr. George P. Tadda and Dr. John 
S. Salerno took the Endsley concept of SA from her seminal pa-
per.7  The “perception, comprehension, projection” trilogy is at-
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tributed universally to Endsley, and Tadda and Salerno mapped 
them to networks.

“Cyber SA enables mission assurance by using network per-
ception, mission comprehension, and adversary projection to 
posture cyber networks and minimize adverse effects on the 
mission.”  They cite three key issues that must be addressed:

 
1. Perception

 - ‘Sensing’ elements within the network.
 - Real-time, dynamic, persistent, temporal, and auto-

mated information of all cyber systems physical/logical 
locations, configurations, and vulnerabilities.

2. Comprehension
 - Use of cyber systems to support a mission (asset-to-

mission mapping).
 - Assessment of impacts of activities to the network or 

missions.

3. Projection
 - Anticipation of future enemy courses of action.
 - Anticipation of issues with the network.   

The comments above involve cyber SA in general. We can 
extend those ideas to the unique case of cyber friendly fire SA.  
A key question is whether the SA of cyber warriors can be raised 
to the degree that they will recognize the possibilities of cyber 
friendly fire as they take an action.  Again, due to the “system 
of systems” nature of large blue force networks, it will some-
times, or even often, be the case that a cyber warrior will not be 
able to know the complete set of ramifications of their actions.  
So, raising the SA for cyber friendly fire, and keeping it raised 
throughout the period of cyber operations, may not be possible 
at all times. 

Another difficulty is that even if SA is raised about the po-
tential for friendly fire, will that really do any good?  Will the 
increased SA really be able to prevent a friendly fire incident?  
Also, the frenetic pace of cyber operations may not allow enough 
time for the cyber warrior to warn other blue forces of his/her 
actions before time necessitates the activity.  This is especially 
true in cyber defense.  If the warning can go out fast enough, it 
might be possible for a blue force site that might be affected by 
a cyber action from another site to put up some type of firewall 
or other defense, or perhaps even shut down for a period of time, 
to prevent being affected by the action.  However, certain cyber 
actions may be long lasting and it could be difficult for a cyber 
site to protect itself completely. 

Will the cyber warrior become paralyzed from action as they 
contemplate what negative effects they might have on blue forc-
es?  This phenomenon has been reported on kinetic battlefield.  
Especially after there has been a fratricide, analysts report that 
the units in the immediate vicinity sometimes show some reluc-
tance to fire weapons for a period of time.  That reluctance can, 
of course, result in a dangerous situation when enemy forces 
are in the area.  While we would not typically assume that cy-
ber friendly fire incidents would cause blue force loss of life 

typically, it is still in the realm of possibility unfortunately. 

Although researchers have recently started to address the cognitive 
needs of cyber decision makers, there is still a big gap between 
human analysts’ mental model and the capability of existing cy-
ber situation-awareness tools.  Existing approaches to gain cyber 
situation-awareness … only work at the lower (abstraction) levels.  
Higher level situation-awareness analyses are still done manually 
by human analysts, which makes it labor-intensive, time consum-
ing, and error prone.8

Possible Human Factors Causes of Cyber Friendly 
Fire Incidents

A report produced by the US Army’s Center for Army Les-
sons Learned cites primary causes of kinetic fratricide (US De-
partment of the Army, 1992) as poor SA, combat identification 
failures, and weapons errors; with contributing factors includ-
ing anxiety, confusion, bad weather, inadequate preparation, and 
leader fatigue.  The report states that these contributing factors 
are a critical dimension of realistic training conditions.  Inad-
equate training is often cited as a contributing factor by stud-
ies of fratricide; other factors that have been cited include poor 
leadership, inappropriate procedures, language barriers, lack of 
appreciation of own platform position and heading, an inability 
to communicate changing plans or situations, and disorientation, 
confusion, and carelessness of blue forces. 

All of the causes above for kinetic friendly fire can be applied 
in general to cyber friendly fire.  Every cause cited can take its 
effect on cyber warriors, including bad weather that can disrupt 
microwave links and contribute to cyber fratricide.          

Confusion about platform position in the blue network can 
certainly lead to misguided actions, although the direction of the 
cyber platform will probably not be an issue.  Poor CID can lead 
to problems in both the cyber and kinetic spheres. 

Implications for Cyber CID Education and Training
Education and training is key to better cyber CID perfor-

mance. Education and training that provides cyber warriors with 
practice that is extended beyond normal practice times can be 
very helpful.  The goal should be to encourage automaticity to 
ameliorate the effects of stress by making the warriors more 
resilient.  While we sometimes do not think of cyber warriors 
fighting in teams, the fact is a significant portion of warriors on 
a net make up an extended team.  Training for cyber teams can 
help to prevent warriors reverting to the sense that they are alone 
in the fight.  Shared SA can result from quality team training. 

Forcing cyber warriors to train in “uncomfortable territory” 
can help to reduce stress when the real engagements and defens-
es start.  The more difficult we can make the training with con-
stantly changing threats that are dynamic, the more resourceful 
the warriors will be.  It is important to design training scenarios 
that force cyber warriors to test their assumptions. In that way 
they may increase their SA about other blue entities that might 
be affected by their actions.  It is important to train cyber war-
riors to “think outside the box” to avoid cyber friendly fire. 
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Cyber Surety Program
One approach to increasing situational awareness to miti-

gate cyber friendly fire could be through a cyber surety program 
something like the nuclear community has established.  The 
nuclear surety program is defined as, “Materiel, personnel, and 
procedures that contribute to the security, safety, and reliabil-
ity of nuclear weapons and to the assurance that there will be 
no nuclear weapon accidents, incidents, unauthorized weapon 
detonations, or degradation in performance at the target.”9  Such 
an approach would be helpful in reducing cyber friendly fire in-
cidents specifically, and cyber mishaps in general. 

Research Questions
As researchers we find the following questions important:

• How can we improve our working definition of cyber 
friendly fire? 

• How prevalent is cyber friendly fire?
• What are case examples of real world instances? 
• What are the root causes? 
• What are possible mitigating solutions, both technical and 

human factors, for cyber friendly fire? 
• Are there cyber analogs of the blue force tracker technol-

ogy that have helped to mitigate physical friendly fire ac-
cidents? 

To address some of these questions we have constructed a 
cyber friendly fire test bed at Pacific Northwest National Labo-
ratory, where we are currently constructing cyber friendly fire 
scenarios and metrics.  These will be used to run experiments to 
see whether friendly fire SA can be raised, if so, how, and what 
difference does it makes in the rate of cyber friendly fire.  

Conclusion
The threat of cyber friendly fire and resulting cyber fratricide 

may never be completely eliminated despite our best technologi-
cal and human factors efforts.  The scale of cyber systems and 
their many intricacies are perhaps too complicated. However, 
we believe it is possible to at least mitigate the threat to a great 
degree.  A concerted effort to both research and develop solu-
tions to cyber friendly fire is a worthy objective and we strongly 
encourage the DoD to take it seriously. 
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Evolving cyber threats in a contested environment provide 
a challenge in protecting operations and critical assets. 

Traditional cyber protection mechanisms can prove ineffective 
when facing a motivated, well-resourced adversary.  As a result, 
many mission critical systems remain vulnerable to advanced, 
targeted cyber attacks despite the significant amount of effort 
and resources used to secure them.  Complex systems and com-
mercial off-the-shelf components often exacerbate the problem.

Although protecting the mission critical systems is a priority, 
recent cyber incidents and alerts have shown that we cannot rely 
completely on hardening individual components.1, 2  As a result, 
new attention has been given to game-changing technologies to 
achieve mission continuity in a contested environment.  In fact, 
the Air Force chief scientist’s report on technology horizons 
mentions the need for “a fundamental shift in emphasis from 
‘cyber protection’ to ‘maintaining mission effectiveness’ in the 
presence of cyber threats” as a way to build inherently intrusion-
resilient cyber systems.3  Moreover, the White House National 
Security Council’s progress report mentions a “moving target 
(systems that move in multiple dimensions to disadvantage the 
attacker and increase resiliency)”4 as one of the administration’s 
three key themes for cyber security research and development 
strategy.

Our approach to developing the necessary survivability in-
volves a combination of research, prototyping, architectural de-
velopment, and evaluation.  We have researched architectural 
ideas that make it difficult for adversaries to impact mission 
critical systems and prototyped an architectural component that 
provides platform heterogeneity as a proof-of-concept.  We have 
also developed an analysis and assessment tool that can evaluate 
the attack paths into a system and support the architectural com-

ponent in determining the appropriate orientation based on the 
current threat level.  We are in the process of developing analy-
sis and experimentation frameworks to thoroughly measure the 
effectiveness and protection offered by the components discuss 
in this work; we leave them as the future work here.

We describe two components for achieving cyber survivabil-
ity in a contested environment: an architectural component that 
provides heterogeneous computing platforms and an assessment 
technology that complements the architectural component by 
analyzing the threat space and triggering reorientation based on 
the evolving threat level.  Together, these technologies provide a 
cyber moving target that dynamically changes the properties of 
the system to disadvantage the adversary and provide resiliency 
and survivability.5

Trusted dynamic logical heterogeneity system (TALENT),6 
the architectural component, provides a framework to migrate, 
in real-time, mission critical applications across heterogeneous 
platforms.  We hypothesize that in critical warfighting systems, 
the mission itself is the top priority, not individual instances of 
the subsystems.  By live-migrating the critical application from 
one platform to another, TALENT can thwart cyber attacks and 
provide resiliency.  This means the information collected by the 
attacker about the platform during the reconnaissance phase be-
comes ineffective at the time of attack.

TALENT provides heterogeneity at the hardware and oper-
ating system levels while it preserves the state of the mission 
critical application.7, 8  This means we should be able to run the 
application on top of processors with different instruction sets.

By accurately measuring risk for mission critical networks, 
attack graphs allow network defenders to understand the most 
critical threats and select the most effective countermeasures. 
Network Security Planning Architecture (NetSPA),9 the assess-
ment component, analyzes critical networks against the current 
threat level using attack graphs and reachability analysis. Net-
SPA assesses the effects of known and zero-day attacks, com-
putes the impact of possible compromises, and proposes coun-
termeasures. 

By integrating the architectural and assessment components, 
a critical warfighting system can achieve cyber survivability 
against aggressive cyber attacks.  NetSPA assesses the potential 
compromises and reacts to changes in the current threat level by 
triggering reorientation.  TALENT then performs reorientation 
by dynamically changing the platform of the critical applica-
tions to the platform recommended by NetSPA.  Together they 
implement a polymorphic system that can operate through ag-
gressive compromises in a contested environment.

Architectural Component
The architectural component of a cyber survivable system 
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must be able to dynamically provide heterogeneity.  Figure 1 
illustrates a dynamically composable platform of heterogeneous 
components.  Heterogeneity at different levels can mitigate vari-
ous attacks.  Application-level heterogeneity mitigates architec-
ture specific exploits and malicious compilers. Operating system 
(OS)-level heterogeneity mitigates kernel specific attacks, OS-
specific malwares, and OS persistent attacks (rootkits).  Hard-
ware heterogeneity can thwart supply chain attacks, malicious/
faulty hardware, and architecture specific attacks. TALENT is 
not a complete defense against all these attacks; it can, however, 
provide survivability in the presence of platform specific attacks 
by means of dynamic heterogeneity.

In order to provide dynamic heterogeneity, TALENT mi-
grates both the environment (e.g., files and network connections) 
and the state of a critical application across different platforms.  
Figure 2 illustrates a heterogeneous migration process.  To ad-
dress the challenge involved in using heterogeneous platforms 
including binary incompatibility and loss of state and environ-
ment, TALENT uses two key ideas: OS-level virtualization and 
portable checkpoint compilation.

Environment Migration
An important goal of the architectural component is to pre-

serve the environment of a mission critical application including 
the filesystem, configuration files, open files, network connec-
tions, and open devices.  Many of the environment parameters 
can be preserved using virtual machine (VM) migration, but 
VM migration is only viable with homogeneous OS and hard-
ware. Because we want to change the OS and hardware while 
migrating a live application, VM migration is not applicable. 
TALENT uses OS-level virtualization to sandbox an application 
and migrate the environment.

OS-level virtualization is a method in which a kernel al-
lows for multiple isolated user-level instances.  Each instance 
is called a container (jail or virtual environment).  The method 
was originally designed to support fair resource sharing, load 
balancing, and cluster computing application.  OS-level virtual-
ization provides an environment in which all resources (devices, 
filesystem, memory, sockets, etc.) are virtualized.

Note that the major difference between OS-level virtualiza-

tion and hardware-level (e.g., Xen and VMWare) is the seman-
tic level at which the entities are virtualized.  Hardware-level 
hypervisors virtualize disk blocks, memory pages, hardware de-
vices, and central processing unit cycles, whereas OS-level vir-
tualization works at the level of file systems, memory regions, 
sockets, and kernel objects (e.g., inter-process communication 
[IPC] memory segments and network buffers.)  Hence, the se-
mantic information often lost in hardware virtualization is read-
ily available in OS-level virtualization.  This makes OS-level 
virtualization a good choice for use cases where this informa-
tion is needed like monitoring or sandboxing at the application 
level.

TALENT uses OS-level virtualization to migrate the en-
vironment of a critical application.  When reorientation is re-
quested by the assessment component, TALENT migrates the 
container of the application from the source machine to the des-
tination machine.  This is done by synchronizing the filesystem 
of the destination container with the source container.  The OS 
keeps track of open files and the same files are opened in the 
destination. 

To preserve network connections during migration, the inter-
net protocol (IP) address of the container’s virtual network in-
terface is migrated to the new container.  Then the state of each 
transmission control protocol socket is transferred to the desti-
nation.  The network migration is seamless to the application, 
and the application can continue sending and receiving packets 
on its sockets.  Many OS-level virtualization frameworks also 
support IPC and signal migration.  In each case, the states of 
IPC and signals are extracted from the kernel data structures and 
migrated to the destination.  TALENT supports these features by 
utilizing the underlying virtualization layer.

Application Migration 
Migrating the environment is only one step in backing up the 

system because the state of running critical applications must 
also be migrated.  To do this, a method to checkpoint (store 
the state of) running applications must be implemented.  Once 
all checkpointed program states are saved in checkpoint files, 
the state can be migrated by simply mirroring the file system.  
TALENT uses a portable checkpoint compiler (PCC) to pre-
serve the state of a running application and provide application 
migration.10

Figure	1.		A	dynamically	composable	platform	of	heterogeneous	com-
ponents.

Figure	2.		A	heterogeneous	migration	process.
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Figure 3 illustrates a portable checkpoint compilation pro-
cess.  PCC allows compilation to occur independently on vari-
ous operating system/hardware pairs.  The resulting executable 
program, including the inserted checkpointing code, functions 
properly on each platform on which it was compiled. 

Using PCC, TALENT achieves both transparency and scal-
ability. Transparency is obtained by performing automatic code 
analysis and checkpoint insertion.  This prevents the end user 
from modifying code to indicate where checkpointing should be 
performed or what specific data should be checkpointed.  Scal-
ability is obtained in two ways.  First, the frequency of check-
pointing bottlenecks in the checkpointing process can be con-
trolled.  Second, through the use of compressed checkpoint file 
formats, the checkpoints themselves remain small as the amount 
of data processed by the program increases.

In order to achieve portability across heterogeneous plat-
forms, the checkpoint file must have a portable format.  Storing 
the checkpoint in a simple binary file can cause incompatibil-
ity if the destination platform has different bit instruction size 
(32 vs. 64 bits) or endianness (little vs. big). Thus the check-
point file format has to be portable.  We use the HDF5 format 
in TALENT.11  HDF5 is an open, versatile data model that can 
represent complex data objects.  It is a portable data model that 
can represent various bit-ness and endianness.  Like Extensible 
Markup Language (XML),12 HDF5 is self-describing. Unlike 
XML, HDF5 uses a binary format which allows efficient pars-
ing of the data.

Analysis and Assessment Component
NetSPA, our attack-graph generation and reachability analy-

sis tool, provides the assessment component of a cyber surviv-
able system.  By analyzing the impact of possible attacks and 
reachability of mission critical systems in a network, NetSPA 
facilitates platform reorientation based on the evolving threat 
level.

Data Collection
NetSPA’s network model supposes that an individual host 

possesses one or more interfaces which have listening addresses.  
These interfaces have zero or more open ports, accepting con-
nections from other hosts.  A host and its interfaces may have 
rules that dictate how network traffic may flow to, and through, 
the host.  A port has zero or more vulnerability instances, par-
ticular flaws or configuration choices which may be exploitable 
by an attacker.  Each interface on a host is connected to a link, 
representing some combination of hubs and switches connect-

ing a set of interfaces together.  An attacker is able to obtain one 
of four access levels on a host: “root” or administrator access, 
“user” or guest access, “DoS” or denial-of-service, or “other,” a 
confidentiality and/or integrity loss.  The combination of a host 
and an access level is an attacker state.   An attacker obtains a 
host’s reachability if “root” or “user” access is achieved.  Reach-
ability and credentials serve as prerequisites to exploitation of a 
vulnerability instance.

NetSPA requires only a few core pieces of knowledge to 
build an attack graph.  For a given host, the tool must know 
which credentials can be acquired at a given access level on the 
host and which ports the host can reach.  For a given port, Net-
SPA requires knowledge of the port’s vulnerabilities.  For each 
instance of a vulnerability, the tool must know what is required 
to exploit it and what is gained by exploiting it.

NetSPA requires a large amount of data to compute the need-
ed information, but system administrators often collect this data 
as a matter of course.  The core pieces are network topology, 
vulnerability information, and credentials.  NetSPA itself runs 
offline using the provided data, minimizing the risk of an at-
tacker obtaining the source data or resultant graph.  NetSPA can 
collect the raw information from Nessus scans, firewall rulesets, 
Open Vulnerability Assessment Language (OVAL)-based scan-
ners, and vulnerability databases such as the National Vulner-
ability Database and Bugtraq.13, 14

Computing Reachability
Computing reachability is crucial in determining how to re-

act to aggressive cyber attacks.  In a contested environment, 
critical warfighting applications must be migrated to portions 
of the network that are not easily reachable from the external 
network through a zero-day attack.

A straightforward method to compute reachability is to try to 
reach every known target IP address and port from every host in 
the network.  Such an approach would generate a reachability 
matrix, where a row represents a source interface on a host, a 
column represents a target port, and each cell indicates whether 
or not the source can reach the target.  This is correct, but it 
scales poorly in terms of both space and time.

We have made three improvements to the straightforward 
approach.  We collapse sections of the matrix into reachability 
groups, saving large amounts of both time and memory.  Filter-
ing rulesets are collapsed into binary decision diagrams,15 al-
lowing the reachability system to traverse a set of filtering rules 
in constant time.  We also hypothesize a “generic attacker” by 
selecting a link on which the attacker will begin and allowing 
the attacker to use the most advantageous source IPs.

Reachability groups identify redundancies in the reachabil-
ity matrix and collapse submatrices into single subrows before 
computing the contents, saving both time and space.  First, in-
tra-subnet reachability which is not influenced by any filtering 
devices can be collapsed into a single subrow, because every 
source interface within the subnet will have the same reachabil-
ity to all ports within that same subnet.  Second, inter-subnet 
reachability can be collapsed by identifying sets of interfaces 
within a subnet which are treated identically by the filtering 

Figure	3.		A	portable	checkpoint	compilation	process.
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devices on the network.  If the source IP addresses of a set of 
interfaces on the same subnet match in the same set of filtering 
rules on the network, the interfaces are grouped together and 
reachability is computed for only one of them.

Building Attack Graphs
An attack graph specifies the se-

quences of vulnerabilities an adversary 
can exploit in order to gain access to a 
critical system.  It is a valuable tool for 
understanding the impact of known and 
zero-day (unknown) vulnerabilities and 
studying the consequences of stepping-
stone attacks on a mission critical sys-
tem.  NetSPA can generate attack graphs 
using the reachability analysis and the 
information collected about the current 
environment.  As the threat evolves in 
a contested environment, attack graphs 
can help us understand which subnets are 
secure or which platforms can survive 
the current threat level.  The assessment 
capability provided by NetSPA supports 
the reorientation of the critical platforms.

In order to build the attack graphs, 
NetSPA uses a data structure called a 
multiple-prerequisite (MP) graph.  The 
MP graph also shows all hosts which 
can be compromised from any host the 
attacker has compromised.  In figure 4 for example, host F is 
capable of compromising host E.  The MP graph uses the fol-
lowing three node types:

• State nodes represent an attacker’s level of access on a 
particular host.  Outbound edges from state nodes point to 
the prerequisites they are able to provide to an attacker.  In 
figure 4, state nodes are circles.

• Prerequisite nodes represent either a reachability group 
or a credential.  Outbound edges from prerequisite nodes 
point to the vulnerability instances that require the prereq-
uisite for successful exploitation.  In figure 4, prerequisite 
nodes are rectangles.

• Vulnerability instance nodes represent a particular vulner-
ability on a specific port.  Outbound edges from vulner-
ability instance nodes point to the single state that the at-
tacker can reach by exploiting the vulnerability.  In figure 
4, vulnerability instance nodes are triangles.

Attack graphs for all but the smallest networks are too large 
for hand evaluation.  NetSPA uses two approaches to this prob-
lem: automatic graph simplification and automatic recommen-
dation generation.  The former aims to reduce the size of the 
graph by collapsing similar nodes together.  The latter treats the 
attack graph as an intermediate structure, not a final product, 
and extracts useful information from the graph for presentation 
to the user.

Building Recommendations
Even visually simplified attack graphs can be large and un-

wieldy.  The core information from the graph should be extract-
ed by the tool and presented in a more immediately useful form.

Often an attacker must compromise a directly accessible host 
through a filtering device in order to attack a group of hosts be-
hind the filtering device.  Attack graphs can be used to identify 
these bottlenecks and produce a list of the critical vulnerabilities 
which allow the attacker to compromise the bottleneck hosts.  
Defenders can then migrate the critical applications to subnets 
and platforms not affected by these vulnerabilities.

We form recommendations by computing, for each individu-
al prerequisite in the graph, which vulnerability instances need 
to be removed in order to prevent the attacker from reaching the 
prerequisite, and which states the attacker cannot reach with the 
prerequisite absent.

We accomplish this by rebuilding the MP graph for each po-
tential recommendation, noting which vulnerability instances 
are actually necessary to reach the selected prerequisite and 
which states are no longer achievable.  Some prerequisites may 
yield identical recommendations.  We discard duplicates in 
these cases.

We weight recommendations based on the number of critical 
hosts denied the attacker.  A user could supply per-host “asset 
values” or weights to prioritize steps that protect critical servers. 

Cyber Moving Target
The architectural and assessment components provide a sys-

tem that dynamically moves in multiple dimensions in order to 
survive in a contested environment (see figure 5).  The reach-
ability analysis and attack graphs provided by NetSPA assess 
the cyber threats to a mission critical application in a hostile 
environment and facilitate reconfiguration and reorientation 
when facing a new threat.  The assessment includes both known 
and zero-day (hypothetical) vulnerabilities so that the impact of 
previously unknown weaknesses can also be analyzed.  Upon 
detecting a change in the threat level (as a result of a new vul-
nerability being discovered or an actual attack detection event), 
TALENT, the architectural component, facilitates the recon-
figuration and reorientation of the critical applications by dy-
namically changing their platform and subnet to a survivable 
combination based on the recommendations provided by the 
assessment tool.  In essence, the two technologies implement 

Figure	4.	A	multiple-
prerequisite	graph.

Figure	5.		The	architectural	and	assessment	components	provide	a	
system	that	dynamically	moves	in	multiple	dimensions	in	order	to	
survive	in	a	contested	environment.
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an OODA loop (observe, orient, decide, and act) in which the 
observe and decide phases are provided by NetSPA and the ori-
ent and act phases are implemented by TALENT.

A system that deploys these components can provide a cy-
ber moving target (also known as a polymorphic system) that 
changes its properties in a hostile environment.  Cyber exploits 
are often feasible against a set of platforms (hardware/operat-
ing systems).  By dynamically changing platform properties, a 
cyber moving target can mitigate platform specific exploits. The 
destination platform and subnet are chosen intelligently based 
on the result of reachability and attack graph analysis to resist 
the current threat level.

A Cyber Survivable Future
We believe cyber security must shift focus from cyber pro-

tection technologies to cyber survivability.  Security incidents 
in highly protected environments have illustrated the fact that 
a motivated adversary can compromise even the most secure 
systems.  We believe that new cyber security paradigms must 
leverage architectural and assessment technologies to create a 
cyber moving target that disadvantages potent adversaries and 
facilitates recovery and mission survivability after a success-
ful compromise.  It is imperative that we clearly understand the 
mission impact of potential security breaches and implement 
operate through capabilities in order to continue the mission 
objectives of the critical applications during and after a cyber 
incident rather than deploying protections and hoping that they 
can resist attacks.

In a contested environment with motivated, well resourced 
adversaries, it is likely that traditional cyber protection tech-
nologies will be bypassed or disabled as a result of previously 
unknown attacks.  Achieving cyber survivability for critical 
warfighting systems necessitates the use of game-changing 
technologies that can get ahead of the adversaries.  

In this work we described architectural ideas that can help 
improve the survivability of a mission critical system against 
cyber adversaries and prototyped an architectural component 
to demonstrate their feasibility.  We also described an evalua-
tion tool that analyzes the possible attack paths to a system and 
supports the architectural component.  We are in the process of 
developing analysis and experimentation techniques to quantify 
the effectiveness and protection offered by these components 
which we leave as the future work.
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Today’s Air Force Network (AFNet) is complex and dis-
parate, a compilation of individual networks that were 

designed absent an enterprise model or a clear understanding of 
warfighting and support requirements or constraints, and with an 
inconsistent approach to identifying or mitigating vulnerabilities.  
In addition, the segmented approach to network procurement and 
management created operational and technical seams and infor-
mation sharing shortfalls, complicating protection of forces and 
achieving mission assurance while operating in a contested en-
vironment.  

To provide an available, secure cyberspace enterprise Air 
Force Space Command (AFSPC), through 24th Air Force (24 
AF), is fielding a defensible Air Force network designed to 
achieve mission assurance.  The AFNet’s design will be simple, 
agile, integrated, and interoperable with documented processes 
for connection, configuration management, reporting, and opera-
tional capability assessment.

To shape this mission, the AFSPC Cyberspace Requirements 
Division (A5J) is implementing a range of actions, including the 
use of mission area architecting (MAA), improving the net ready 
key performance parameter (NR KPP), developing a protec-
tion KPP, and implementing an operational protection strategy.  
These measures influence areas where it’s felt that adjustment 
and change will decrease AFNet residual risk and improve the 
cyber warfighter’s ability to gain and maintain cyberspace su-
periority.

The foundational element of the AFNet strategic improve-
ment strategy, the new plans and requirements (A5) concept of 
MAA, is the focus of Part One of this article.

Part Two discusses inadequacies in current KPPs and intro-
duces the development of a cyber protection KPP designed to 
fill the void.

The KPPs will be augmented by development of an opera-
tional protection strategy which is also discussed in Part Two.

Part Three considers how these actions are combined into a 
holistic effort and supplemented by ongoing 24 AF programs to 
meet cyberspace superiority.  These combined efforts are creat-
ing an AFNet that is simple, agile, integrated, and interoperable 
with documented processes for connection, configuration man-
agement, reporting, and operational capability assessment.

Part One: Mission Area Architecting 
This section discusses how MAA is used to highlight connec-

tions and gaps between process and governance, systems analy-
sis, requirements, programs, and funding adequacy.  It considers 
how MAA makes use of Department of Defense Architectural 
Framework (DoDAF) capability viewpoints to deliver products 
that identify optimal forces mix, and deployment plans.  Finally, 
it looks at how MAA supports enterprise systems engineering.

AFSPC’s mission is to provide an integrated constellation 
of space and cyberspace capabilities.  Consistent with Head-
quarters (HQ) AFSPC/A5’s guidance, AFSPC is taking steps to 
improve its strategic mission engineering and capability based 
planning processes using a concept called MAA.  The output of 
these improvements is a strategic analysis plan coupled with a 
rigorous requirements management process to execute the HQ 
AFSPC Strategic Plan.1  MAA provides an analytical foundation 
for making smarter decisions about what systems are needed to 
satisfy required capabilities.  It supports a broad spectrum of sys-
tems engineering and analysis activities such as:

• Mission thread and task analysis
• Capability-based assessment
• Determining an optimized and robust capability mix
• Risk assessments
• Requirements development, analysis, and mapping
• Allocation of requirements to programs
• Evaluation and prioritization of science and technology 

needs
• Exploration and evaluation of innovative solutions
• Strategic program planning
• Requirements-based justification for the program objec-

tive memorandum (POM)

MAA will ultimately provide a tailorable analytic framework 
and a systems engineering foundation for the development and 
management of AFSPC-delivered capabilities.

Cyber Defense – Protecting Operations in an Evolving Domain
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A second benefit of MAA is that it leverages and influences 
community analytical resources to include the product centers, 
service research laboratories, and federally funded research and 
development centers.  MAA integrates architectures and analyses 
into mission area positions that drive explicit, defensible plans 
and programs in space and cyber.  MAA supports the decisions 
necessary to define and deliver combined space and cyberspace 
capabilities required to achieve mission objectives.

To accomplish this, MAA captures essential information in 
a set of strategically useful models and artifacts.  The specific 
artifacts developed are determined by the decisions to be made.  
For example, figure 1 is used to determine the completeness and 
traceability of requirement documents needed to inform program 
development and funding.

MAA will use the strategic capability viewpoints defined in 
the DoDAF version 2.0.2, 3  These viewpoints, not part of figure 1, 
include capability hierarchies, capability dependencies, and ca-
pabilities mapped to operational activities and services.  Com-
bined with project viewpoints these will support products such 
as optimal forces mix,4 strategic or campaign level plans, and 
time-phased force deployment plans.

MAA will help address particular challenges better consid-
ered at a more strategic or enterprise level.  Currently, MAA is 
used to address the challenges that are impacting AFSPC’s abil-
ity to provide dynamic, robust mission capabilities.  These chal-
lenges include those that result from applying traditional systems 
engineering when building system-of-systems at increasingly 
greater scales and those associated with handling change at an 
enterprise level. 

Traditionally, requirements engineering has been stovepiped 
focusing on specific missions, capabilities, or systems; it did not 
consistently address the impacts of integrating a system with the 
systems it operated with or the enterprise infrastructure it oper-

ated on.  What is missing is an overarching AFNet engineering 
strategy.  As advocated by the HQ AFSPC/A5 and 24 AF, a strate-
gic approach to architecting at an enterprise scale is required.  In 
the case of the AFNet, this includes emphasizing cyber defense 
and mission assurance as strategic values.  Supporting this effort, 
MAA provides linkages between governance, requirements, pro-
grams, and funding establishing connections that highlight gaps 
and needed developmental work.

Used effectively, MAA will support engineering an AFNet 
that is defensible and designed to achieve mission assurance.  It 
supports architecting and delivering systems that decrease op-
erational risk, have well defined interfaces and interoperate on 
the network achieving the AFNet’s design, operations, and de-
fensibility goals.  MAA’s results are helping focus HQ AFSPC’s 
actions to improve the NR KPP and to develop a cyberspace pro-
tection KPP and operational protection strategy, described in Part 
Two.

Part Two: System Design and Requirements Risk Miti-
gation

MAA ensures that requirements have a validated basis—they 
are approved, have a validated pedigree, are funded, and part of 
an acquisition program.  However, while critical, MAA in itself 
does not assure that the fielded capability will integrate and oper-
ate on the AFNet without increasing risk.  This section of the ar-
ticle considers the NR KPP, a protection KPP, and an operational 
protection strategy, that will influence the capabilities’ early de-
sign.  They will cause the acquisition program to consider design 
factors that improve system security and protection architectures 
and interfaces.  The KPPs and protection strategy goals include 
taking actions that will drive down system risk and minimize 
AFNet integration risk early in the design process when change 
is affordable.  This will support delivering low-risk systems and 

fielding a defensible Air Force network 
designed to achieve mission assurance.

Acquisitions specify, field and inte-
grate systems and infrastructure that min-
imize AFNet operational risk.  However, 
today’s acquisition processes are built 
around the Department of Defense In-
struction (DoDI) 5000.2, Operation	of	the	
Defense	Acquisition	System.  While DoDI 
5000.2 provides useful guidance, acquisi-
tion processes and KPPs, such as the NR 
KPP have not kept pace with the evolu-
tion of threats or enterprise complexity.  
As a result, systems designed to meet the 
NR KPP and other design guidance may 
not deliver interoperable capabilities that 
minimize AFNet risk or specified mission 
capabilities.

The system acquisition process speci-
fies system engineering and develop-
ment processes and associated artifacts 
to guide system design and to document 
and prove correct implementation.  For 
example, acquisitions comply with the Figure	1.	Example	mission	area	architecture	product.
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NR KPP, the DoD Information Assurance Certification and Ac-
creditation Process (DIACAP), demonstrate they meet the DoDI 
5000.2 specified acquisition milestones, and more.  The	acquisi-
tion	governance	is	documented	in	thousands	of	pages	of	criteria;	
documenting	 the	 implementation	 could	 generate	 thousands	 of	
pages	of	“proof.”  However, in spite of all this guidance, systems 
are acquired that fail to meet user needs or that negatively impact 
the network adding risk and decreasing AFNet defensibility.

An example occurred in summer 2009 when a major Air 
Force mission support system, under development since 2006, 
attempted a limited release as part of a strategy to dry-run critical 
subsets of operational capability.  Once connected to the AFNet, 
the system did not perform as anticipated nor as demonstrated in 
its test environment.  After years in development and testing, the 
system’s inability to interoperate with the AFNet prompted the 
operational decision to terminate the release activities.  This in-
stance triggered a wide-scale program review, and many months 
later, the system has not been reconnected and the system’s user 
continues to accomplish mission activities using resource inten-
sive processes.

Systems, like the example, place system security and oper-
ational readiness certifiers in the difficult position of choosing 
between needed operational capabilities and approving fielding 
of potential security and performance risks.  Within its lead com-
mand role for the cyberspace mission, the HQ AFSPC require-
ments community is involved on several fronts to deliver sys-
tems that are interoperable with the AFNet and that minimize 
operational risk.  Some of the key activities include:

• Architecture alignment 
• NR KPP revision
• Developing a system protection KPP and key system at-

tributes
• Developing an operational AFNet protection strategy

To be effective and affordable, NR KPP driven requirements 
and application of a protection KPP need to be done early in the 
system’s development and acquisition lifecycle.  Simply put and 
highlighted by figure 2, early involve-
ment by the requirements, architecture, 
security, test, and operations communi-
ties presents the best opportunity to spec-
ify requirements that will minimize sys-
tem and AFNet integration risk.  At some 
point in the acquisition process system 
change becomes unaffordable and certi-
fiers end up accepting excessive risk or 
the certifier refuses to certify the system 
or connectivity denying the operational 
community mission capability

Architecture products, such as those 
generated by MAA, support governance, 
requirements and funding processes.  
Other architectures provide the basis for 
mission capability development, docu-
ment functional requirements for exter-
nal interfaces, and help specify technical 

requirements, including network capacity, performance, and se-
curity requirements, for networks over which communications 
will occur.  However, the processes for reviewing, approving, 
and certifying architectures are not aligned across the acquisition 
timeline.  The lack of synchronization results in missed oppor-
tunities for lower-level reviews to feed higher-level reviews and 
certifications.  For example, system and technical design review 
results for AFNet connectivity should inform higher-level archi-
tecture reviews required for Interoperability and Supportability 
(I&S) Certification.  

HQ AFSPC is identifying architecture “lanes in the road” to 
align processes supporting the definition, evaluation, certifica-
tion, test, and approval to operate on the AFNet.  One outcome 
will be guidance that defines “required” architecture processes, 
their inter-relationships, and a notional timeline to support pro-
gram manager’s planning.  The guidance will impact information 
sharing between architectures and processes where architectures 
impact or contribute, such as DIACAP and the certifier decision 
process; architecture synchronization should support integration 
across capabilities and systems and the operational-level con-
figuration management processes.  Synchronization will provide 
AFNet architects and 24 AF warfighters the opportunity to evalu-
ate AFNet technical and security compatibility identifying poten-
tial risks before a system is connected to the AFNet in a test or 
operationally live environment.

A source of information used to build system architectures, the 
NR KPP ensures that programs identify interoperability require-
ments, that the requirements are designed into the system, and 
that they are tested.  The NR KPP is a mandatory requirement 
for all systems that exchange information and is implemented 
through DoD and joint policy to ensure I&S of information tech-
nology and national security systems.5

Recognizing the need to move the NR KPP into the cyber age, 
the Joint Staff J6, as the responsible organization for Chairman 
Joint Chiefs of Staff Instructions (CJCSI) 6212.01E, Interoper-
ability	 and	 Supportability	 of	 Information	 Technology	 and	 Na-
tional	Security	Systems, which provides NR KPP guidance,6 is 
leading a revision effort with representation from across the joint 

Figure	2.		Affordable	ability	to	influence	system	design.
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communities, defense agencies, services, and the defense busi-
ness system community.  The modified NR KPP will be more 
narrowly-scoped focusing on information exchanges between 
provider and consumer, including the requirements of the net-
work over which the exchanges will occur.  A system’s NR KPP 
will describe required system interfaces and associated measures 
of effectiveness (MOE) and measures of performance (MOP).  
These MOEs and MOPs will be the testable criteria used to eval-
uate KPP’s implementation. 

The NR KPP revision will increase the relevance of architec-
tures by moving this element forward in the acquisition timeline.  
Architecture products would be available earlier in order to in-
form key processes such as formulation of the Capability Devel-
opment Document, and could be an artifact within the request for 
proposal.  An additional element of the policy revision addresses 
bandwidth requirements.  Under current policy, systems need 
not identify satellite or terrestrial bandwidth requirements until 
Milestone C—far too late for service or DoD long-haul com-
munications providers to effectively plan and program capacity 
impacts to the network.  The revision will require bandwidth in-
formation beginning as early as the Initial Capability Document; 
for example, pre-Milestone A.

The updated NR KPP will center on identifying and deliver-
ing secure, interoperable, and supportable systems leading to a 
defensible Air Force network designed to achieve mission assur-
ance.  Rigorous evaluation of a program’s NR KPP at multiple 
points across the acquisition timeline should ensure system re-
sidual risk is minimized.  Validated KPP implementation should 
be a requisite to any AFNet connection approval.  Holistically, 
the improved NR KPP will be combined with actions such as 
security service level agreements between the system producer 
and consumer, a focus on the system-of-systems engineering im-
pacts, and early development and validation of architectures, in-
terface definitions and performance requirements, infrastructure 
support criteria, and more.  When combined with developing a 
protection KPP and key system attributes (KSA), discussed in 
the next section, these activities may significantly drive down 
residual connection and operations risk.

In 2009, then-AFSPC Commander, General C. Robert Ke-
hler, mandated that all AFSPC programs include a threat-based 
protection KPP and KSAs.  Initially only defined for space pro-
grams, the KPP ensures that system protection requirements 
are based on threat analyses, not a set of general threats.  HQ 
AFSPC cyberspace offices are working with their space protec-
tion counterparts to adapt the space system process to cyberspace 
systems.  It is anticipated that the cyberspace protection KPP and 
KSA will function similar to the space protection KPP and KSA; 
for example, the space process identifies system vulnerabilities 
by assessing susceptibilities against validated system threats.  
Countermeasures are then developed and prioritized, and the 
highest-ranked countermeasures with a materiel solution are 
converted to a KPP and KSA.

It is foreseeable that a number of AFSPC cyberspace system 
vulnerabilities identified through this process will be mitigated 
through implementation of information assurance (IA) controls.  
This process may also reveal threat-based vulnerabilities whose 
solutions are not addressed within current IA controls.  For ex-

ample, countering a system-specific advanced persistent threat 
may not be addressed in the current set of IA controls.  In this 
case, the protection analysis may reveal a system-unique threat 
that requires a system-unique solution.  There will be an ongo-
ing challenge as to how effectively programs can address future, 
rapidly-evolving cyberspace threats based on today’s technology 
for systems that may not be fielded for months or years.  

The protection KPP and KSAs are a low-level design effort 
that will support fielding a defensible Air Force network designed 
to achieve mission assurance.  To improve its effectiveness, they 
will be combined with an operational protection strategy.  The 
operational protection strategy, discussed next, is a network en-
terprise protection framework which the operational community 
will use to specify capability needs.

The previous discussion presented protection-related initia-
tives focused on the requirements, acquisition, technical support, 
and security engineering communities who influence programs 
on a system-by-system basis.  Lacking is an operational perspec-
tive on what the network defenders believe are critical enablers 
to network protection and mission assurance.  Not only do the 
operators continually operate through network defense chal-
lenges, they also view AFNet protection from the enterprise and 
system-of-systems perspectives.

In an effort to address this missing protection element, 
AFSPC, 24 AF, and other organizations have begun an initiative 
to capture this critical perspective.  The goal is a network en-
terprise protection framework which the operational community 
will use to specify capability needs.  The means and standards 
to fulfill these needs will be considered from a system and en-
terprise view and will be evaluated against existing security and 
technical standards, such as DIACAP.  A vehicle through which 
to mandate and enforce remaining operational protection needs 
will then be evaluated.  Possible solutions may include modify-
ing existing security standards, mandating measures through the 
NR KPP or protection KPP, or some other mechanism or process.

The process leading to modification of the NR KPP, develop-
ing a protection KPP and KSA and cyberspace protection pro-
gram should consider operational benefits versus the program-
matic impacts of modifying existing structures or creating new 
mechanisms.  Led by HQ AFSPC/A5, the dialog will include 
all HQ AFSPC directorates, 24 AF, Electronics Systems Center, 
Air Force Research Laboratory, and others.  The improvements 
should recognize that IA controls are assigned to systems based 
on the combination of user-defined mission assurance categories 
(MAC) and confidentiality levels (CL); a result is that the cur-
rent system protection specification is tiered and that the	 user 
defines the minimum protection and availability levels that drive 
the system design process.  Since MAC and CL are tiered, there 
will not be a one-size-fits-all solution.  Specified protection cri-
teria should not become too hard and costly to implement.  The 
protection KPP and KSA and protection strategy will balance 
minimizing risk, meeting user requirements, enabling network 
operations, management, and sustainment, and ensuring mis-
sion assurance is achieved.  These actions will then lead towards 
the goal of fielding a defensible Air Force network designed to 
achieve mission assurance.  

MAA, protection KPP and KSA, and the protection strategy 
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focus on delivering a defensible network that lends itself to meet-
ing mission assurance.  The following discussion looks at mis-
sion assurance, actions that 24 AF is taking to improve meeting 
mission assurance, and connections between the MAA, protec-
tion KPP and KSA, and the protection strategy that support the 
24 AF efforts.

Part Three: Mission Assurance
Department of Defense Directive (DoDD) 3020.40, DoD	

Policy	 and	 Responsibilities	 for	 Critical	 Infrastructure, defines 
mission assurance as:

A process to ensure that assigned tasks or duties can be per-
formed in accordance with the intended purpose or plan.  It is 
a summation of the activities and measures taken to ensure that 
required capabilities and all supporting infrastructures are avail-
able to the DoD to carry out the National Military Strategy.  It 
links numerous risk management program activities and secu-
rity-related functions, such as force protection; antiterrorism; 
critical infrastructure protection; IA; continuity of operations; 
chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear, and high explosive 
defense; readiness; and installation preparedness to create the 
synergy required for the DoD to mobilize, deploy, support, 
and sustain military operations throughout the continuum of 
operations.

While important as a DoD promulgated mission assurance 
definition, it does not address early design needs that may impact 
achieving mission assurance.  Casting a wider net, Partha Pal, et 
al, in their paper, “Managed Mission Assurance - Concept, Meth-
odology, and Runtime Support,”7 consider mission assurance as 
“…the guarantee that mission essential functionality (MEF) is 
continued despite partial failures or changes in the system and its 
operating environment.”  They go on to state “Because mission-
critical information systems are expected to operate in contested 
environments (both physical and cyber), “mission assurance”—
the guarantee that the MEF is continued despite the compromises 
and non-catastrophic outages that are inevitable in a contested 
environment—must	be	treated	as	an	engineering	and	operation-
al	goal.”  

The MITRE Corporation, in “Operational Mission Assur-
ance,”8 offers that “Systems engineering for mission assurance 
is the art of engineering into systems: (1) the capabilities for op-
erators to be aware of different and changing adversarial strate-
gies as well as environmental and system conditions, (2) options 
and alternatives to accomplish a mission under different circum-
stances, (3) tools to assess and balance advantages and risks of 
available response options and alternatives, and (4) the ability to 
transition to a selected option while simultaneously continuing 
the mission.  Systems engineering for mission assurance extends 
throughout the entire traditional acquisition lifecycle, from con-
cept development through deployment and beyond, to include 
supply chain considerations and field operations.”

The offered systems engineering centric mission assurance 
definitions, combined with the DoD definition, supports HQ 
AFSPC/A5 actions leading to improved acquisition and sustain-
ment processes designed to deliver systems that minimize op-
erational risk and support achieving mission assurance.  They 

articulate a life-cycle view focused on delivering requirements 
and processes designed to identify and drive down residual risk 
across a system’s lifetime and to field a defensible Air Force net-
work designed to achieve mission assurance.

The 24 AF operates, defends, and sustains the AFNet.  They 
employ the concept, “Strategy Based Architecture,”9 to achieve 
mission assurance.  The strategy based architecture employs ac-
quisition delivered enablers,10 such as virtualization, dynamic 
data protection, multi-level authentication, cross-domain solu-
tions, shared data and storage, and network mobility as well as 
acquisition program procured operational capabilities such as 
command and control (C2), situational awareness, and network 
management to facilitate the strategies’ six means—layered de-
fense, secure enclaves, stealth, cyber maneuver, trust manage-
ment, and simplicity.

The strategy’s means are implemented and supported by the 
operational imperatives of fight through attacks, implement dy-
namic defense, resilience, and positive C2.  Integrated as a single 
strategy and enhanced by systems designed to minimize residual 
risk and improve network defense—supported by employment 
of the functions covered in this article—the strategy enhances 
mission assurance.

To enable their strategy, 24 AF employs an enterprise and mis-
sion view.  The “mission view” considers the end-to-end mis-
sion thread supporting components  and actions that ensure all 
enterprise components that enable the mission—infrastructure, 
network services, data sources and sinks, and so forth—are op-
erational, managed, and protected consistent with the criticality 
of the mission.11  This approach focuses resources where they 
have the greatest effect in order to achieve mission assurance.

HQ AFSPC/A5’s use of MAA products, adjusting the NR KPP, 
developing the protection KPP and KSA, and implementing the 
operational protection strategy are central to decreasing risk and 
delivering systems that enable network defense.  However, there 
is a need to seek input from the warfighter.  Warfighter input 
identifies specific capabilities required to better enable their abil-
ity to defend, operate, and manage the network.  Subsequently, 
AFSPC/A5 uses warfighter feedback to help define the process 
and KPP adjustments.

Finally, 24 AF and HQ AFSPC are executing a strategy to 
improve the AFNet’s defensibility and increase the probability 
of achieving mission assurance.  Actions include reducing the 
AFNet’s attack surface; simplify the network by “right-sizing” 
it to meet mission needs; identifying the critical enclaves and 
mission systems that require increased defense; and defining 
requirements and implementing solutions designed to improve 
defensibility.  Requirements levied to modify the network and 
mission systems will take advantage of the MAA and protec-
tion changes.  As appropriate, HQ AFSPC/A5 will employ rapid 
cyber acquisition processes, modification of existing acquisition 
programs, application of Air Force Research Laboratory devel-
oped solutions, and militarized commercial solutions to meet the 
mission requirements.  

MAA, the protection KPP, and the protection strategy, com-
bined with the ongoing 24 AF strategy to improve today’s AFNet, 
focus on fielding a defensible Air Force network designed to 
achieve mission assurance.  The efforts are synergistic with de-
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livering an AFNet that is simple, agile, integrated, and interop-
erable with documented processes for connection, configuration 
management, reporting, and operational capability assessment.

Conclusion
The notions discussed in this article, MAA development and 

use, adjusting the NR KPP, implementing a protection KPP and 
KIP and an operational protection strategy are areas where it’s 
felt that adjustment and change will decrease risk.  System de-
signs that take advantage of MAA products, the introduction of 
protection processes, and an understanding of the warfighter’s 
operational strategy based architecture, will decrease system re-
sidual risk and lead to a more defensible Air Force network de-
signed to achieve mission assurance.

Looking forward, HQ AFSPC/A5 has entered into a partner-
ship with 24 AF/A3 and A5 focused on defining the requirements 
and processes and making the architectural and acquisition pro-
cess changes necessary to implement the 24 AF strategy based 
architecture.  The partnership will generate the requirements 
needed to “right-size” the AFNet improving the AFNet’s defensi-
bility and mission capability.  It will specify capability needs that 
will take advantage of improved architectural processes and pro-
tection requirements to deliver safer, more defensible solutions 
improving the AFNet’s ability to achieve mission assurance.

Notes:
1 General C. Robert Kehler, “2009-2010 Air Force Space Command 

Strategic Plan,” Air Force Space Command, November 2009.
2 The capability viewpoint articulates the capability requirements, the 

delivery timing, and the deployed capability.
3 The DoD Architectural Framework Version 2.0, DoD Deputy Chief 

Information Officer, is located at http://cio-nii.defense.gov/sites/dodaf20/.
4 The project viewpoint describes the relationships between operation-

al and capability requirements and the various projects being implement-
ed. The project viewpoint also details dependencies among capability and 
operational requirements, system engineering processes, systems design, 
and services design within the Defense Acquisition System process.

5 Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Instruction (CJCSI) 3170.01G 
– Joint	Capabilities	Integration	and	Development	System, 1 March 2009

6 CJCSI 6212.01E, Interoperability	and	Supportability	of	Information	
Technology	 and	National	 Security	 Systems, provides guidance for NR-
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odology and Runtime Support,” IEEE International Conference on Pri-
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the mission.
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Single Integrated Network Environment: 
The Strategy for Air Force Network Integration
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As the nation becomes increasingly dependent on informa-
tion technology (IT) to conduct economic, social, and mil-

itary functions, the Air Force Network (AFNet) has become a key 
component of national military power.  To reach our full potential 
in the cyberspace domain, it is critical we ensure cyber defense 
without negatively impacting mission assurance (MA).  The De-
partment of Defense (DoD) defines MA as a process designed to 
ensure that tasks and duties can be performed as intended.1  MA 
enables the DoD to carry out the national military strategy by en-
suring availability of required capabilities and infrastructures to 
accomplish the mission.  The AFNet today is complex and dis-
parate, characterized by air, space, and terrestrial networks func-
tioning within separate command and control (C2), battlespace 
awareness, and net-centric paradigms.  This segmented approach 
to network procurement and implementation complicates our abil-
ity to defend the network.  Further, it hinders the ability to share 
information, defend critical assets, and enable decision superiority 
which directly impacts MA. The Air Force Network Integration 
Center is leading the effort to build a Single Integrated Network 
Environment (SINE): an agile, integrated, defensible, and interop-
erable Air Force network environment operationally commanded 
and controlled as a single entity focused on joint force commander 
and warfighter needs.2  For this concept to succeed, it requires a 
mature and robust information enterprise architecture that’s dy-
namic, configurable, and responsive to commanders’ needs.

 
Current Environment

Whether operating on land, air, or space, joint and US Air 
Force operations depend on a trusted and reliable exchange of 
information in and throughout the cyberspace domain.  This de-
pendency is increasingly at risk as cyberspace exploitation and 
attacks have grown more sophisticated and more serious in this 
persistent, global, and highly contested domain.  Our cyberspace 
infrastructure is a national asset and defending it is a national se-
curity priority.3  

Our nation’s adversaries are constantly targeting IT through 
exploitation, disruption or destruction.4  These adversaries are 
developing technical capabilities enabling them to challenge US 
military superiority.  These threat actors are fielding sophisticated 
systems and developing asymmetrical strategies to attack, de-
grade, and deny the ability to operate in and through the cyber-
space domain.5  Their strategies are designed to circumvent our 
core strengths, exploit our weaknesses, and constrain our freedom 
of action.  

Issues and Concerns
The Air Force’s networks are a heterogeneous conglomera-

tion pieced together without adequate consideration of the secu-
rity implications of the resulting architecture.  This resulted in a 
terrestrial network infrastructure that, in many cases, has grown 
without a clear understanding of all the network dependencies and 
vulnerabilities.  Likewise, with space systems, the “DoD is now 
facing a situation where satellites with advances in capability will 
be residing in space for years without users being able to take full 
advantage of them because investments and planning for ground 
systems, user and space components were not well coordinated.”6

The current terrestrial AFNet, in addition to the aerial and 
space network environments, can be characterized by shortfalls 
identified by the GIG 2.0 initial capability documents (ICD), Joint 
Aerial Layer Network (JALN) ICD, Joint Space Communications 
Layer ICD, and AFNet capability development document.  These 
shortfalls include, but are not limited to the following:

• The network continues to focus on performance and service 
delivery at the expense of defensibility and MA.

• Many Air Force C2 systems are incapable of directly shar-
ing information which creates stove-pipes, burdens operat-
ing forces, and hampers warfighter situational awareness.  

• The mission system-centric approach to building networks 
and the obstacles created between multiple networks that 
handle information of different classifications, results in the 
inability to meet the information needs of the warfighter.

• Programs acquire their own network infrastructure, result-
ing in nonstandard solutions, unnecessary duplication of in-
frastructure, and waste of resources.

• Piecemeal approaches to technical connectivity and interop-
erability make it difficult to achieve rapid and dynamic in-
formation sharing.

• The AFNet lacks cohesion, agility, and versatility due to 
differing authorities, processes, policies, and standards that 
focus on mission system-centric solutions rather than on 
supporting joint warfighter requirements.

• A static and inconsistent posture with time-delayed re-
sponse and defense that hinders network defense and ability 
to operate in a contested cyberspace environment.

• The existing Air Force networks do not support an adequate 
C2 structure, network defense, a common operating picture, 
or meet the warfighter capacity, connectivity, information 
sharing, and network security requirements.

Desired Effects
The desired effect of SINE is full-spectrum decision superi-

ority, achieved through assured system and network availability, 
assured information protection, and assured information delivery. 
This includes providing the warfighter with robust network opera-

Cyber Defense – Protecting Operations in an Evolving Domain
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tions and network defense capabilities based on seamless and se-
cure network connectivity and information systems access across 
terrestrial, airborne, and space networks.  Common attributes 
inherent to a single integrated network include layered defense, 
secure data discovery and access, cyber maneuverability, stan-
dardization, global connectivity and availability, secure enclaves, 
speed of need operational capabilities, dynamic configuration, 
and dynamic architecture.  The primary objective of SINE is in-
tegrating air, land, and space layers to improve warfighter effects 
throughout cyberspace. 

A unified approach to network C2 and management with dy-
namic layered-defense capabilities is required to achieve the SINE 
objective.  In addition, SINE will require migration of existing 
stovepipe networks into an integrated environment to optimally 
and dynamically meet prioritized mission requirements in sup-
port of Air Force and joint communities.  Additional SINE effects 
include unified network C2, secure environment, efficiency, and 
MA.  These effects are consistent with the goals of the DoD’s Net-

work Operations Strategic Vision:7

Unified cyberspace C2 will greatly enhance our 
ability to react and operate through cyberspace events 
while providing a single interface to the operational 
and joint community.  Currently, multiple commu-
nications organizations (i.e., Air Force Intelligence, 
Surveillance and Reconnaissance Agency; 624th 
Operations Center; Major Command (MAJCOM)/
Air Force Communications Coordination Center; 
squadrons, etc.) work in parallel to ensure required 
networks and IT services are available to support Air 
Force missions.  During cyberspace events such as 
system failures or denial of service attacks, the lack 
of a unified cyberspace C2 structure creates a focus 
on individual system/network availability vice over-
all MA.  The Air Force needs an ability to dynami-
cally reprioritize cyberspace resources holistically to 
meet mission objectives.  Achieving this goal will 

be made possible through shared situational awareness for cyber-
space and mission operations centers, enforcing C2 authority for 
24 AF to ensure the best of centralized control/decentralized ex-
ecution practices, and by defusing  legacy-focused thinking.  

To ensure the most defendable battlespace possible, the AFNet 
architecture must enhance our ability to conduct missions in a 
highly contested environment.  If a system is compromised, the 
mission should be able to continue and information should remain 
secure.  The AFNet should also ensure the infrastructure is secure, 
functioning as expected, and will remain available.  An integrated 
network environment must provide maximum protection for Air 
Force mission critical systems while safeguarding other systems.  
SINE will operate under the assumption that key segments of the 
network have already been penetrated, or that a threat is actively 
working to penetrate it.  This requires a prioritization for employ-
ment of defensive capabilities and a prioritization of assets to be 
defended.  In other words, there are some mission critical sys-
tems that the Air Force cannot allow an adversary to compromise.  

These could include space assets; key intelligence, 
surveillance, and reconnaissance assets; and C2 ca-
pabilities.  On the other end of the spectrum, there 
are Air Force systems that need to interact with un-
secure entities on the Internet.  As such, SINE will 
take several approaches to ensuring a secure network 
environment.  These approaches include:

• Secure Enclaves: Layered enclaves will offer 
varying levels of protection based on mission re-
quirements.  One enclave may contain the systems 
and data that are critical to Air Force missions.  
Systems, networks, and data within this enclave 
should receive the highest level of protection.  The 
next enclave may contain the Air Force’s core sys-
tems.  This includes systems, data, and networks 
that support day-to-day business.  The outer en-
clave may contain systems that regularly intercon-
nect with untrusted systems on the Internet.  These 
systems cannot be protected without an inordinate 
amount of effort, and these connections to the 
AFNet must be closely monitored and controlled.

Figure	1.	The	Air	Force’s	networks	are	a	heterogeneous	conglomeration	of	different	
networks	pieced	together,	resulting	in	a	number	of	shortfalls	that	make	security	and	
mission	assurance	difficult	to	achieve.

Figure	 2.	 The	 future	AFNet	 2025	 features	 a	 fully	 integrated,	 layered	 joint	 cyber	
battlespace	across	the	full	range	of	military	operations.
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• Trust Management: SINE will need to implement auto-
mated verification of actions against security policies.  By 
authenticating access credentials, we can protect missions 
and secure operations within and across enclaves.  

• Stealth Systems: SINE will ensure a level of security 
through obscurity.  The concept is a cloaked network that 
secures data and hides servers and clients in plain sight. 

The integration of separate mission and common user networks 
will provide a more effective and efficient means to support Air 
Force missions.  Moving from a series of stovepiped mission-spe-
cific networks to a shared standardized capability will be a more 
efficient means to support the operational community but will im-
prove information sharing support.  SINE will move the Air Force 
to a consolidated environment which can more efficiently and 
effectively manage the IT assets, provide cyberspace protection, 
and interface with the Air Force and joint operational communi-
ties.  These efficiencies will be gained through standardization 
(i.e., networks, processes, policies) and promoted through SINE 
socialization.  

As noted earlier, MA enables the DoD to carry out the national 
military strategy by ensuring availability of required capabilities 
and infrastructures to accomplish the mission.  The cornerstone of 
MA is establishing and defending physical and logical pathways.  
It addresses risks in a uniform, systematic, and standardized man-
ner across the entire enterprise thereby making progress toward 
normalizing cyberspace.  The Air Force’s ability to set and main-
tain current mission priorities and the cyberspace community’s 
ability to dynamically support those priorities are critical.  SINE 
will ensure MA through the use of prioritization methodology, lay-
ered defense (i.e., enclaves) in accordance with Air Force and joint 
priorities, access policies, socialization towards a mission-orient-
ed common/shared solution vice dedicated networks/system, and 
a dynamic and agile infrastructure that allows for rapid recovery 
from an incident to avoid mission failure.

Next Steps
The SINE effort has made significant strides toward achieving 

their desired effects.  There are several activities currently under 
way including the AFNet migration, the JALN analysis of alterna-
tives, and socializing the SINE strategy.

Migrating user accounts from their legacy MAJCOM domains 
to a single network environment is key to achieving the effect of 
having a network that is commanded and controlled as a single 
entity.  To date, more than 136,000 user accounts have been mi-
grated of the 845,000 planned.  This consists of 29 bases spread 
across five MAJCOMs (Air Education and Training Command, 
Air Force Reserve Command, Air Mobility Command, Air Force 
Space Command, and Air National Guard).  With an additional 
113,000 user migrations planned in fiscal year 2011 and full mi-
gration planned by the end of 2013, this effort is making great 
progress.

With respect to JALN, while we currently have effective air-
borne communications via tactical data links, the ability to extend 
the Internet Protocol (IP)-enabled AFNet to our airborne platforms 
is still in relative infancy.  Initial stages have mainly involved in-
corporating limited aerial network capability into selected wide 

body platforms.  In the future, implementation of persistent aerial 
network backbone communications with intra-network gateways 
will improve communications to IP-enabled aircraft and muni-
tions.  The AFNet will be fully integrated with DoD networks and 
leverage capabilities delivered by JALN.  Net-enabled aircraft 
will be free to enter and leave aerial networks seamlessly, or form 
ad-hoc networks as required.  High capacity airborne backbone 
craft will bring connectivity where it’s needed.

Concurrent with these initiatives, the SINE strategy is being 
socialized and vetted through Air Force senior leaders, and the 
SINE vision is being staffed through Air Force Space Command.  
Currently in draft, the SINE Integration Plan and Enabling Con-
cepts are expected to be completed by mid-2011.  Achieving the 
effects of SINE will require a considerable amount of socializa-
tion.  Through briefings, point papers, articles, and discussions, 
we are continuously working to share the intent of SINE.  These 
efforts are essential in setting the groundwork for an integrated 
network environment.

Conclusion
Given the global nature of cyberspace and the intricacies of 

missions cyberspace supports, SINE is critical to achieving a ma-
ture operational cyberspace capability.  As the Air Force strategic 
direction in cyberspace matures, the focus will remain on ensuring 
a MA focused and defensible Air Force network environment op-
erationally commanded and controlled as a single entity focused 
on Joint Force commander and warfighter needs.  Ultimately, this 
plan’s influence on cyberspace requirements and investment deci-
sions will ensure the Air Force’s cyberspace capabilities remain 
flexible, agile, and defendable against all adversary activities.

Thanks	to	Mr.	Edgard	I.	Zamora,	associate,	Booz	Allen	Hamilton	for	his	
assistance	in	writing	this	article.
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In the most famous battle of the Texas Revolution, a heav-
ily outnumbered group of volunteers fought to the death 

to defend the Texas Army garrison at the Alamo.  The Texians 
fought gallantly, but their position was indefensible because 
the Mexican Army assaulted from all sides and the Alamo was 
never designed to withstand a siege against a large force armed 
with artillery.  Like the Alamo, today’s Air Force Network (AF-
Net) is under siege but was not designed to withstand the deter-
mined attacks of sophisticated adversaries.

Viewing a network as a fortress with a defended perimeter 
but unprotected interior is an inadequate security model, which 
is why the defense-in-depth model has been adopted.  Although 
we have added security enhancements such as the Host Based 
Security System, the Air Force has not taken defense-in-depth 
as far as it needs to go.  The standard desktop configuration 
(SDC) and standard server configuration (SSC) consist of com-
mercial-grade software that was produced for the mass market 
and never intended by its designers to operate in a contested 
military environment.  The AFNet presents a large attack sur-
face to the adversary because our software was not designed for 
a cyber siege.  Thus the AFNet remains indefensible; it is as if 
the Air Force has built a cyber Alamo.  

The purpose of this article is to present a plan for rebuilding 
the AFNet using a hardened, customized operating system and 
suite of applications that were designed for military use.  The 
key to this is gaining control over our software by only run-
ning programs built to military requirements and certified for 
military use through a source code auditing and testing process.  
Replacing commercial-grade software with weapons-grade 
software will give Air Force network defenders the maximum 
advantage against attackers by raising the bar of difficulty for 
successfully penetrating the AFNet.  Airmen currently lack the 
tools they need to detect, react, and recover from cyber intru-
sions at acceptable rates, but using security software built to 
meet Air Force requirements will give cyber defenders critical 
capabilities to detect and remediate intrusions.  Once the Air 
Force has control over its own software, then command-and-
control over the AFNet itself becomes a tractable problem.

The Air Force has fielded the SDC/SSC in an attempt to 
standardize software across the network.  However, standard-
ization does not equate to control when the standardized soft-
ware is all produced by commercial vendors who design it with 
the goal of maximizing profit and market share.  The military 
defines requirements and performs tests for most other military 

equipment, and software should be no exception.  For example, 
humvees proved vulnerable to improvised explosive device 
(IED) attacks, so the US Army and Marine Corps began field-
ing mine resistant ambush protected vehicles.  When the mili-
tary needed a new combat vehicle, it did not purchase a sport 
utility vehicle from a large auto manufacturer simply because 
many people drive sport utility vehicles (SUV).  Instead, the 
military developed requirements and acquired a combat vehicle 
designed with the adversary threat in mind.

Similarly, when the Air Force needed a new cargo aircraft, 
we did not simply purchase a popular civilian cargo plane, 
nor did we blindly accept whatever plane the biggest aircraft 
manufacturer decided to sell at the time.  It took an extensive 
acquisition process to identify the C-17 as the plane that best 
met Air Force requirements, and it is unlike aircraft built for 
commercial air cargo use.  The Air Force has learned that cy-
berspace is not so different from the kinetic world.  Cyberspace 
has been recognized as the fifth warfighting domain, and the 
new Air Force mission is to “fly, fight, and win ... in air, space, 
and cyberspace.”  The Air Force has been saying for years that 
the network is a weapon system, so just like military vehicles, 
planes, ships, and guns, the software used on the AFNet should 
be specially built for the military to operate in a combat envi-
ronment.  

In cyberspace, the threat is real and the adversary is an 
overwhelming force, so the Air Force should field desktop and 
server software designed with the cyber threat in mind.  In cy-
berspace,  Airmen are being asked to fight through cyber IED 
attacks while driving an SUV, when they should be driving 
a cyber MRAP.   Instead of a C-17, Airmen are now flying a 
Spruce Goose in cyberspace.  The F-22 has raised the bar for 
America’s adversaries and has given the Air Force a critical 
advantage in aerial combat.  We should do the same thing in 
cyberspace by fielding a hardened cyber warfighting  platform 
that raises the bar for adversaries who attempt attacks on the 
AFNet.  If parity is not acceptable in the air, then defeat should 
not be acceptable in cyberspace.  In order to “fly, fight, and 
win” in cyberspace, the Air Force needs a a dedicated defensive 
cyber weapon system to replace the mass-market software of 
today’s SDC/SSC.

Rebuilding the AFNet with hardened software is not a popu-
lar solution, but the Air Force should take a serious look at the 
reasoned arguments for this approach to cyber defense.  First, 
we must assume that nothing is 100 percent when it comes to 
cyber security, so a hardened cyber platform should never be 
billed as a “secure system” because security is always relative 
in cyberspace.  Safer software is not only possible, but it al-
ready exists and much of it is freely available from the open 
source community.  Many cyber professionals argue that alter-

Cyber Defense – Protecting Operations in an Evolving Domain
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native software only has “security by obscurity” because the 
software has not yet had enough market share to motivate hack-
ers to exploit its vulnerabilities.  As the story goes, adversaries 
would soon exploit the new software just as they did the legacy 
software.  That argument makes the faulty presumption that all 
software is equally vulnerable, that is, nothing could be more 
secure than our SDC/SSC.  More importantly, that argument 
fails to consider that source code auditing and minimizing soft-
ware functionality can dramatically improve software security.  
Besides, the past 15 years have operationally proven the inse-
curity of mass-market commercial software.

As proof that code audits are a practical way to improve 
software security, the OpenBSD team has produced a general-
purpose operating system and suite of server applications that 
are renowned for their excellent security track record.  The 
OpenBSD team did not start out writing a new operating system 
(OS) and server suite; they took existing software and began a 
process of code reviews, fixing bugs as they found them.  As a 
result, the default installation of OpenBSD has had only two re-
motely exploitable vulnerabilities in over 10 years,1 a claim that 
SDC/SSC software vendors cannot make.  Thus the  hardened 
cyber platform would not achieve security by obscurity, rather, 
it is improved security by code quality and minimalistic design.  
If the system contains fewer vulnerabilities and the ones that 
remain are more complex, it will be much more difficult (and 
therefore expensive) for attackers to find and exploit them.

Detractors of the hardened software concept assert that au-
diting source code would be too costly.  However, the Open-
BSD team audited their code with only six to 12 members who 
fixed thousands of bugs during the first year alone.2  Auditing 
the code for a hardened platform may take a few more bod-
ies, since a multitude of office automation programs, hardware 
drivers, browser plugins, and miscellany such as PDF readers 
must all be audited.  Considering how many personnel are dedi-
cated to cyber defense across the AFNet enterprise, it is not 
unrealistic to say that the Air Force could afford perhaps 30 
programmers to audit the hardened cyber platform source code.  
Auditing source code would be an ongoing task, because subtle 
and complex bugs will continue to be discovered in code that 
has already been reviewed, and new programs and patches will 
provide steady work for the auditing team.  The effort will be 
well worth it, considering the untold cost of exfiltrated data and 
the cost of being held at risk by persistent intruders who can 
cross the fine line to network attack at a time and place of their 
choosing.

Over the years, Microsoft Windows has become entrenched 
as our default operating system, not because of its superior 
quality or military utility, but because of Microsoft’s success-
ful licensing strategies in the commercial market.  However, 
historical circumstances alone should not dictate the direction 
that Air Force cyber takes in the future.  We no longer have to 
accept the default software; superior alternatives are available 
now.  The hardened cyber warfighting platform will most likely 
have a Unix-like OS in order to leverage many Unix technolog-
ical advantages like kernel-level mandatory and discretionary 
access controls.  Just like the Air Force does when it evaluates 

new aircraft, we should conduct a “fly-off” and pick the sys-
tem that best meets Air Force needs.  There are several Linux 
and Berkeley Software Distribution (BSD) Unix distributions 
that are good candidates, and we would customize the chosen 
distribution for our own needs.  Even Solaris should be consid-
ered because now it is open-source and it runs on commodity 
hardware.  Unix is modular so the Air Force can choose what 
components it wants without being forced to accept anything 
we do not need.  The large number of Linux and BSD distribu-
tions produced by companies and independent volunteer teams 
proves the relative simplicity of customizing Unix for a particu-
lar purpose, so nobody can say that a customized Unix system 
is beyond the capability of the US Air Force.

It should be emphasized that the Air Force would not be cre-
ating its own system from scratch; that is clearly not our func-
tion.  This new software acquisition model would give the Air 
Force the flexibility to use open-source or proprietary software 
as long as it, (1) meets military requirements and (2) has had 
a code audit to find and fix bugs that can result in vulnerabili-
ties.  The Air Force should bring open-source code in-house, 
audit the code, and either fix the bugs or require a vendor to fix 
them.  Very little code would be written by Air Force personnel; 
they would focus mainly on integrating software components 
into approved baselines and managing system configurations.  
The process of auditing source code and integrating the system 
should be done in-house so that the Air Force can control the 
quality of the personnel working on the project through back-
ground investigations.  This would also avoid continuity and 
communication problems associated with external vendors.  In 
the case of proprietary software, companies can keep their code 
closed-source—Air Force personnel will sign the nondisclo-
sure agreements—we just need to be able to audit the code and 
the vendor needs to be responsive in fixing the bugs that the Air 
Force finds.  

Lastly, the issue of user and administrator training must be 
addressed.  Air Force cyber operators already receive Unix 
instruction during their training pipelines.  Most users do not 
know how or are not allowed to administer Windows systems, 
so migrating to Unix will not make any difference to them.  
Since we will control what the software is and what it does, 
we can make it look very familiar to users accustomed to Win-
dows.  The old clunky UNIX workstations have given way to 
very user-friendly Unix graphical interfaces that provide many 
nice features that Windows still cannot offer.  Many programs 
like Adobe Reader and Mozilla Firefox are already ported to 
Unix, and a lot of today’s Air Force systems are web-based.  
Many other government off-the-shelf programs are based on 
Java or Oracle, both of which will run on Unix systems.  Ap-
plications that cannot be ported to Unix can continue to run on 
Windows terminal servers, virtual machines, or full Windows 
installations.  Simply reducing the number of legacy systems 
will bring the noise level on the network down to the point that 
sensors will be more effective with fewer false positives and 
missed alerts.

The days are gone when a commander who had been noti-
fied of a network infiltration would reply, “So what?  It’s just 
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unclassified data.”  Momentum is now growing in the Air Force 
to secure the AFNet by any means necessary because secur-
ing our network is not only a matter of national security, it’s 
a matter of national honor.  The AFNet is sovereign US terri-
tory, and we should be committed to defending it as such.  The 
Air Force prides itself that no enemy aircraft has attacked US 
ground troops in over 50 years.3  Unfortunately, the same thing 
cannot be said about cyberspace since the AFNet is presently 
being held at risk by persistent adversaries.  While there are 
many approaches to cyber defense, nobody seems to be talking 
about implementing a weapons-grade OS and application suite 
as the next logical step toward defense-in-depth and operation-
alizing the AFNet.  This article is intended to spark discussions 
and raise questions about our traditional network defense and 
software acquisition models in the Air Force cyber community.  
The Air Force is already leading the way in standardization 
since our SDC has become the federal desktop configuration, 
but the pressing need for a hardened cyber platform still ex-
tends across the services and indeed the entire federal govern-
ment.  Like it did with the global positioning system program, 
Air Force Space Command once again has the opportunity to 
take the lead and provide a solution that can be used to great 
advantage by a great many people in the military and the fed-
eral government.

 
Notes:

1 OpenBSD 4.8, OpenBSD.org, http://www.openbsd.org.
2 OpenBSD Security, OpenBSD.org, http://www.openbsd.org/secu-

rity.html.
3 The US Air Force Posture Statement 2004, Secretary of the Air 

Force, Chief of Staff, Washington DC, 21, http://www.posturestatement.
af.mil/shared/media/document/AFD-070717-047.pdf.
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Following combat operations in the Persian Gulf War, 
and the war in Iraq, the tools and tactics of how mili-

tary strategists plan and engage in conflict have evolved—in-
fluenced by accelerating and exponential technological change. 
The pace of technology advancement is penetrating develop-
ing world arenas.  While providing new opportunities to many, 
the connection of systems via networks also raises the risk of 
effects against the US national security mechanisms and criti-
cal infrastructures.1  These features affect the capabilities and 
risk that are brought to the battle space and the nature of the 
environment in which conflicts occur—more than ever in the 
domain of cyberspace comprised of networks, telecommunica-
tions, and associated systems.2 

The US is recognizing cyberspace as a center of gravity and 
elements of national power depend upon interconnectedness 
and technology infrastructures.3  Cyberspace is a domain in 
which the US military faces growing risk. Information technol-
ogy pervades core aspects of its operations,4 from logistics and 
command and control (C2) to targeting and guidance.  As this 
dependence has grown, revealed are vulnerabilities to poten-
tial effects like delays of battle networked information to US 
forces.  The development of new micro-machines may offset 
some risks with defense mechanisms, as might nano-technol-
ogy, super-automation, and artificial intelligence.  These tech-
nology strengths could enhance support to the US military and 
advance data analyses and information assurance but may de-
liver new threats in the hands of adversaries.5  Therefore, the 
US military must further engage in understanding technology 
use, inter-dependencies, vulnerabilities, and in strategic plan-
ning account for risk factors to defend, support, or apply force 
in, through or from cyberspace—relying on this domain in con-
flicts.  The objectives of Air Force cyberspace superiority are: 
(1) control elements of cyberspace while protecting informa-
tion from adversary action, (2) exploit control of information to 
employ cyberspace capabilities against adversaries, and (3) en-
hance Air Force and joint forces by cyberspace integration and 

mission assurance essential for strategic-to-tactical operations 
in other domains.  Moreover, the Air Force must assess plans, 
programming, initial structures, manning, and visions to ful-
fill cyberspace capabilities while balancing risks for the future.  
Air Force strategic priorities in cyberspace must deliver opera-
tional advantages by: integrating cyberspace capabilities into 
normal operations accounting for risks; fielding information 
structure(s) that are protected; and denying adversaries infor-
mation.  The thrust of this article is to provide broad strategic 
factors that influence the determination of Air Force cyberspace 
planning, objectives, capabilities, and actions pertinent to risk 
and priorities.  These strategic factors are provided in a staff	(or	
commander’s)	multi-part	estimate	format, outlining several Air 
Force courses of action (COA), culminating with a risk man-
agement COA and tenets for defense	in	cyberspace.  

It	is	always	wise	to	look	ahead,	but	difficult	to	look	farther	than	
you	can	see.  ~Winston Churchill

Strategic Factor One – Visioning for Air Force 
Cyberspace

Towards 2030, envisioned is a future fundamental change 
in force structure and doctrine within the US military.  A more 
technologically proficient military force emerges, readily net-
worked by sophisticated command, control, communications, 
computers, intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance. Air 
Force cyberspace superiority evolves to advanced information 
superiority as primary warfare objective (like air superiority) 
and enhances precision application of force across a wide range 
of operations from military conflict to peace keeping.6, 7  Stra-
tegic forces will continue to serve as one of the elements of the 
US security policy, but they are supplemented more as a na-
tional and theater deterrent force by cyberspace operational ca-
pabilities nominally dependent on global-to-local information 
structures.  Air Force cyberspace forces support multi-lateral 
and coalition operations—protected by dynamic, risk-based 
processes (detailed later within this article).  Cyberspace forces 
further support national indications, warning, and coordination 
centers, providing early notification and mitigation for adver-
sary attempts to effect defense and national information, data, 
networks, systems, and processes.

Cyber Defense – Protecting Operations in an Evolving Domain

Strategic	forces	will	continue	to	serve	as	one	of	the	elements	of	the	US	security	policy,	but	
they	are	supplemented	more	as	a	national	and	theater	deterrent	force	by	cyberspace	opera-
tional	capabilities	nominally	dependent	on	global-to-local	information	structures.
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Strategic Factor Two – The End State 
From the visioning for Air Force cyberspace (strategic factor 

one) an end state is such that cyberspace operations will have 
matured into a formalized warfare discipline at the service and 
joint command levels, and support national policy; its concepts 
have caused changes in doctrine, strategy and organization, re-
sulting in a more capable and agile information and data secure 
force.  Air Force cyberspace forces are integrated	to mutually 
support one another, other operations, and produce coherent 
effects whether in defensive, exploitive, or offensive modes.  
Common terminology and principles are accepted conventions; 
service and national war colleges educate military leadership in 
its principles while military (and civil) schools develop person-
nel with advanced cyberspace knowledge and skills.  Air Force 
cyberspace military operations strategies are developed across a 
virtual network of centers, and are exercised by component and 
joint forces, continually evolving innovative concepts and tac-
tics, techniques, and procedures.  Cyberspace operations forces 
and tools provide the national and theater command authorities 
with a wide range of non-lethal or augmentation options from 
the tactical-to-strategic in operations, and significantly enhance 
the effectiveness of limited use of force.  Air Force advanced 
information superiority, as well as the enabling  integrated in-
formation structures, are viewed	strategically.

Strategic Factor Three – Situation and Considerations
Characteristics of the area(s) of operation.  Cyberspace is 

a global domain within the information environment consist-
ing of the interdependent network of information technology 
infrastructures, including the Internet, telecommunications net-
works, computer systems, and embedded processors and con-
trollers.8  The US remains dependent on the use of cyberspace 
to maintain its way of life and to employ select instruments of 
national power.  The rapid development and use of networks, 
telecommunication systems, and other technologies that use 
electronics have led to the recognition of cyberspace as a do-
main for warfighting.  Our adversaries already recognize the 
US’s dependence on cyberspace as a national center of gravity 
and are actively seeking ways to exploit our reliance on the do-
main to further their own interests.  The previously-mentioned 
definition of cyberspace leads to two divergent uses of cyber-
space as a military domain: (1) as a war fighting domain that 
provides sovereign options and (2) as an enabling domain for 
superiority in the other domains of land, sea, air, and space.  
The warfighting and enabling aspects of the cyberspace domain 
set the stage for strategic planning factors in today’s Air Force 
mission tasks—to fly and fight in air, space, and cyberspace.

Adversary forces.  Pervasive and sustained computer-based 
(cyberspace) attacks against the US and others continue to pose 
a potentially critical impact to systems, operations and the infra-

structures they support.  Knowing the identity and motivations 
of the actors is a key dimension in characterizing the cyber-
space threat.  Of the many cyberspace actors, those of concern 
to the Air Force, based on the potential impact on US military 
operations, are: (1) nation-states and state sponsored hackers, 
(2) foreign and insider espionage threats, (3) potentially well-fi-
nanced terrorist groups, and (4) criminal elements.  Cyberspace 
attacks, like conventional military operations, are conducted 
against objectives or select targets.  These attacks may be con-
ducted against the network or through the network.  Targeting 
against the network includes disrupting C2 or other communi-
cations to deny US military capabilities.  Targeting through the 
network includes striking traditional military targets, as well as 
manipulating data on a network.  In short, today can be char-
acterized largely as peacetime in the cyber domain, with some 
continuous level of activity occurring, including both probing 
and ex-filtration.  It is clear, however, that there is a potential 
for cyberspace warfare to rapidly enter a pre-hostilities phase, 
and for the evolving capabilities of nation-states, and eventu-
ally terrorist organizations, to escalate the level and precision of 
attacks as an adjunct to other military activities.  Thus, the pre-
wartime and military use of cyber warfare is a growing threat 
that a global US military must be able to defend against.  This 
was illustrated by the reported Russian cyberspace attacks on 
Estonia and Georgia, in that lack of cyberspace defense can 
significantly affect elements of national power.9

Friendly priorities, guidance, and missions.  Friendly stra-
tegic factor elements entailing priorities, guidance, and mis-
sions are outlined below to ensure linkage from the national to 
the Air Force cyberspace planning.  The National	Strategy	to	
Secure	Cyberspace is the comprehensive strategy for the US 
to secure cyberspace, and spells out three strategic	priorities:10

• Prevent cyberspace attacks against America’s critical in-
frastructure.

• Reduce national vulnerability to cyberspace attacks.
• Minimize damage and recovery time from cyberspace at-

tacks.

Next the National Military	Strategy	for	Cyberspace	Opera-
tions (NMS-CO)11 is the comprehensive strategy for the US 
Armed Forces to ensure US superiority in cyberspace.  The four 
strategic	priorities of the NMS-CO are:

• Gain and maintain initiative to operate within adversary 
decision cycles.

• Integrate cyberspace capabilities across the range of mili-
tary operations.

• Build capacity for cyberspace operations.
• Manage risk for operations in cyberspace.

Our	adversaries	already	recognize	the	US’s	dependence	on	cyberspace	as	a	national	cen-
ter	of	gravity	and	are	actively	seeking	ways	to	exploit	our	reliance	on	the	domain	to	further	
their	own	interests.	
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Strategically aligning with the national security priorities as 
a service—three Air Force Cyberspace Superiority Core Func-
tion Master Plan missions have emerged as below:

• Cyberspace defense.  Cyberspace defense is the passive, 
active and dynamic employment of capabilities to re-
spond to imminent or on-going actions against Air Force 
or Air Force-protected networks, Air Force’s portion of 
the Global Information Grid or expeditionary communi-
cations assigned to the Air Force.12

• Cyberspace force application.  Cyber force application 
is combat operations in, through, and from cyberspace 
to achieve military objectives and influence the course 
and outcome of conflict by taking decisive actions against 
cyber-vulnerable, military-approved targets.

• Cyberspace support.  Cyberspace support is foundation-
al, continuous or responsive operations in order to ensure 
information integrity and availability in, through or from 
Air Force controlled infrastructure and its interconnected 
analog and digital portion of the battle space.

Air Force Capabilities. In planning for the above three cy-
berspace missions sets, the Air Force must pursue capabilities 
for superiority in an environment of complexity, risk, change, 
vulnerability, and low barriers to entry to create military em-
ployment advantages in the face of such trends.  The Air Force 
must provide for operations where the employment of cyber-
space capabilities is to achieve objectives in, from, or through 
cyberspace.  Such Air Force operations can include network 
or computer activities to operate and defend Air Force mission 
information, networks, and communications supporting other 
military missions.  High-level Air Force cyberspace capabili-
ties shall involve:

• Gaining and maintaining an asymmetric advantage 
over adversaries to defend, exploit, and conduct force 
application.

• Gaining and maintaining cyberspace superiority, while 
executing a range of military operations at the time and 
domain of our choosing.

• Maintaining situational awareness in cyberspace to glob-
ally plan and command forces for assurance of missions.

• Assuring freedom of action for Air Force missions in, 
through and from cyberspace, including the freedom 
from attack and the ability to fight through attacks.

Assumptions. The Air Force will have to cope with uncer-
tainty in the future regarding the threats, requirements, rapidly 
evolving capabilities, and changes in military structures:13

• The Air Force reliance on networks and cyberspace op-
erations will drive software intensive programs and sys-
tems, while engaging a highly skilled force.

• Cyberspace assets and forces operate continuously (24 
hours a day, 365 days a year) providing global and theater 
effect options throughout the spectrum of conflict with 
commensurate situational awareness. 

• Combatant commanders will identify new mission needs 
in cyberspace for their areas of responsibility.

• C2 for cyberspace missions will require leading-edge 
planning and assessment technology to stay ahead of ad-
versaries.

• Air Force acquisition processes will be refined to provide 
timely and responsive fielding of cyberspace capabilities 
for Air Force component and joint force needs.

• Essential intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance 
(ISR) and intelligence requirements are established for 
the defined battle space.  Lack of timely, accurate and 
predictive ISR for cyberspace will affect Air Force’s abil-
ity to understand and shape domains to achieve and/or 
maintain cyberspace superiority.

• Military operations will continue to depend upon select 
cyberspace civil, allied, and commercial systems and in-
frastructure, warranting levels of protection.

Strategic Factor Four – Courses of Action
The following elements comprise a foundation	necessary for 

Air Force courses of action at the strategic levels to offset Air 
Force mission risks.  Elements below are not listed in priority 
to reflect the need to further engage in these COAs in parallel:

• Provide an operating environment	to	support	cyberspace 
operations, and protect associated systems and networks 
that transport, store, retrieve, and process friendly infor-
mation.

• Develop robust network	 security operations to protect 
and defend information, computers, and networks from 
disruption, denial, degradation, or destruction from ad-
versaries.  

• Provide passive	defense	measures to deter, deny and de-
grade adversary network exploitation while also serving 
to preserve, protect, recover, and reconstitute friendly cy-
berspace capabilities.   

• Employ active	 countermeasures to rapidly respond to 
threats by affecting	adversary forces or reducing their ef-
fectiveness in, through, or from cyberspace.

• Enable operations centers to plan, direct, coordinate, and 
control cyberspace forces—integrated with other opera-
tions.

[T]he	Air	Force	must	pursue	capabilities	for	superiority	in	an	environment	of	complexity,	
risk,	change,	vulnerability,	and	low	barriers	to	entry	to	create	military	employment	advan-
tages	in	the	face	of	such	trends.
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• Develop strategic and operational planning analytical	
tools	to further provide timely and accurate information, 
enhanced decisions, and assessment.

• Develop an Active Duty, Guard, Reserve, and civilian 
force that is sourced and shaped to match defined skills, 
competencies, and grades based on requirements to pro-
vide a healthy future force.  

• Conduct continuous cyberspace training, exercises, and 
mission rehearsals to improve mission readiness and op-
erational effectiveness. 

• Provide cyberspace mission requirements into a refined 
and responsive acquisition process.

• Ensure that select cyberspace systems and related equip-
ment support continued and enhanced inter-operability 
with other services, agencies and coalition partners as ap-
propriate.  

• Explore advanced technologies, conduct flexible research 
and development, and test responsive to the needs of cy-
berspace missions.

• Infuse cyberspace specific perspectives, ideas and risk 
thinking into military processes, concepts, and doctrine.

Air Force cyberspace risk management mitigation for de-
fense.14  A culminating strategic factor COA: Our Air Force 
must re-energize and focus on risk management actions in op-
erations and acquisition for defense of specific cyberspace in-
formation, data, and processes to remediate and mitigate threats 
and vulnerabilities.  This cyberspace defensive risk-based strat-
egy establishes a baseline of critical data and information (see 
figure 1) on the top left side of figure 1 and identifies the as-
sociated essential and dependent networks and systems.  Next, 
on the right side of the diagram, the threat is assessed and con-
comitant risk determined based on the vulnerability assessment 
of essential networks and systems.  Then the aggregation of the 
risk management process and a cost/benefit analysis yields a 
cyberspace defense program strategy in the center of the dia-
gram.  Subsequent modification to processes, procedures, and 
system solutions or associated changes based on technology, 

design, testing, exercises, and operational employment enables 
the strategy implementation.  The process is dynamic and con-
tinues to integrate and refine the strategy and solutions.

This Air Force cyberspace defensive strategy (in figure 1) is 
a process to manage risk of loss or assurance of information, 
data, and associated processes.  It is impossible to pay the op-
erational and the financial price of total risk avoidance.  Risk 
management provides appropriate protection based on capabili-
ties planning and operational priorities as well as effectiveness 
and efficiencies.  This risk management process and resulting 
mitigation strategy must address the interests, capabilities and 
information, data, and processes critically supporting the Air 
Force, elements of Department of Defense and government, 
and non-government elements in these complex activities.  This 
strategy will yield a consistent approach and economies of scale 
in the protection and defense of the highly inter/intra-connected 
cyberspace and operational forces.  These rapidly evolving and 
highly complex processes and systems require proactive mea-
sures to ensure integration, capabilities, and efficiencies.

Risk Tenents for Air Force Cyberspace Defense
The following tenets will anchor this Air Force defensive 

cyberspace risk-based strategy and guide subsequent imple-
mentation:

 
1. Air Force cyberspace information, data, information-de-

pendent systems, components, and advanced cyberspace 
systems shall be identified and evaluated through risk 
mitigation processes.

2. Air Force cyberspace forces shall prepare to operate suc-
cessfully in degraded information and communications 
environments. 

3. C2 of Air Force cyberspace forces shall be planned and 
exercised to operate with the minimum amount of critical 
information and data required for direction and applica-
tion of force, while taking full advantage of the avail-
ability of other information and data to enhance C2 func-
tionality.

4. Air Force cyberspace defensive assessments and mitiga-
tion actions (vulnerabilities to trade-offs) shall be inte-
grated into all information and cyberspace system acqui-
sition program(s) processes.

5. Continuous integration and interoperability among Air 
Force cyberspace command, control, communications, 
computers, and associated intelligence, surveillance, and 
reconnaissance activities shall be incorporated in the re-
quirements, research and development, acquisition and 
operational processes. 

6. The acquisition process shall engage in innovative ways 
of fielding defensive technologies, cost-effectively and 
expeditiously consistent with a refined development time Figure	1.	Air	Force	cyberspace	defensive	risk	management	strategy.
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line while addressing inherent risks to retain Air Force 
readiness and operational capabilities. 

7. War gaming and exercises shall be used to create realistic 
cyberspace environments for Air Force training, exercise 
planning, and acquisition purposes.  War games and exer-
cises should simulate cyberspace wartime stresses to en-
sure commanders understand and are prepared to operate/
exploit information, data, system, and process capabili-
ties with some vulnerability. 

8. Air Force cyberspace core competencies shall be sus-
tained and enhanced, while integrating policy, personnel, 
technologies, systems architectures, programs, plans, and 
budget aspects.

The inclusion of these tenets and aforementioned COAs in 
Air Force cyberspace policy and directives shall provide stra-
tegic foundational conditions towards not only cyberspace su-
periority, but a future end state of advanced information supe-
riority—superiority for users and systems to securely exchange 
critical information in seconds, and operate together more se-
curely and advantageously in the face of man-made or natural 
effects.  In summary, attainment of advanced information supe-
riority warrants accounting for the strategic factors outlined in 
this article to reduce operational and acquisition risk—critical 
to cyberspace defense for Air Force missions.

Notes:  
1 DoD Strategy for Defense Critical Infrastructure, March 2008. Artic-

ulates the approach required for ensuring the availability of assets deemed 
essential to the successful completion of DoD missions in an all-threat 
and all-hazard environment. DoD Directive 3020.40, Defense	Critical	In-
frastructure	Program	(DCIP)	Management, in August 2005 called for the 
identification and prioritization of all defense critical infrastructures.

2 Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (CJCS) memo (CM) 0363-08, 
July 2008. Cyberspace is defined as: A global domain within the informa-
tion environment consisting of the interdependent network of information 
technology infrastructures, including the Internet, telecommunications 
networks, computer systems, and embedded processors and controllers. 

3 The Comprehensive National Cybersecurity Initiative (CNCI) was 
adopted as national policy as part of National Security Presidential Direc-
tive 54/Homeland Security Presidential Directive 23 (NSPD-54/HSPD-
23). The CNCI addresses current cyber security threats, anticipates future 
threats and technologies, and develops a framework for creating in part-
nership with the private sector, 2007.

4 DoD Directive, 8000.01, Management	of	the	DoD	Information	En-
terprise, February 2009.  Information. Any communication or representa-
tion of knowledge such as facts, data, or opinions in any medium or form, 
including textual, numerical, graphic, cartographic, narrative, or audiovi-
sual forms. 

5 Information assurance (IA). Measures that protect and defend infor-
mation and information systems by ensuring their availability, integrity, 
authentication, confidentiality, and non-repudiation. This includes provid-
ing for restoration of information systems by incorporating protection, 
detection, and reaction capabilities, DoD Directive 8500.01E, April 2007.

6 Air Force Doctrine Document (AFDD) 3-12, Cyberspace	 Superi-
ority, 15 July 2010, 2. Cyber superiority. The operational advantage in, 
through, and from cyberspace over adversaries to defend, exploit and 
conduct offensive operations at a given time and place, without effective 
interference.

Mr. John D. Wright (MS, National Se-
curity Strategies; MA, Human Resource 
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strategic planner in the Strategic Plans 
Branch, Directorate of Plans, Programs, 
and Analysis, Headquarters AFB Com-
mand, Peterson (AFSPC) AFB, Colo-
rado. In this capacity he is responsible 
for cyberspace planning for AFSPC and 
supports Headquarters Air Force and 
joint cyberspace planning efforts. Mr. 
Wright previously served as a senior Air 

Force officer for 27 years, with assignments in multiple specialties, 
as an intelligence, space (operations/control), and information opera-
tions officer, in the field in Kosovo during Operation Joint Guard-
ian, Enduring and Iraq Freedom and other operational positions in the 
Air Intelligence Agency, Air Force Information Warfare Center, Air 
Combat Command, US Air Forces Europe, Electronic Security Com-
mand, National Security Agency, and US Space Command. He has 
commanded at the group, squadron, center, and detachment levels. As 
a joint specialty officer, he has held transformational joint positions on 
a combatant command, and on the Office of the Secretary of Defense 
staff. Mr. Wright is a graduate of Squadron Officer School, Air Com-
mand and Staff College, and Industrial College of the Armed Forces.

7 Joint Publication (JP) 1-02, Department	 of	Defense	Dictionary	 of	
Military	and	Associated	Terms, 17 October 2008. Information Superior-
ity. The operational advantage derived from the ability to collect, process, 
and disseminate an uninterrupted flow of information while exploiting or 
denying an adversary’s ability to do the same. 

8 Cyberspace definition, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (CJCS) 
Memorandum, Definition of Cyberspace Operations, 18 August 2009.

9 Susan Brenner, Cyberthreats:	The	Emerging	Fault	Lines	of	the	Na-
tion	State	(USA: Oxford University Press, 2009); and Franklin D. Kram-
er, Stuart Starr, and Larry Wentz, eds., Cyberpower	and	National	Security 
(Potomac Books Inc, 2009).

10 “The National Strategy to Secure Cyberspace,” White House, Feb-
ruary 2003, http://www.dhs.gov/xlibrary/assets/National_Cyberspace_
Strategy.pdf. Covers the necessity for vigilance in cyberspace, many de-
fensive aspects of cyberspace operations, and the general principles that 
should guide national response to a cyberspace—crisis.

11 Department of Defense, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Na-
tional Military Strategy for Cyberspace Operations, December 2006, 
http://www.dod.gov/pubs/foi/ojcs/07-F-2105doc1.pdf. The NMS-CO de-
scribes the cyberspace domain, articulates cyberspace threats and vulner-
abilities, and provides a strategic framework for action. The NMS-CO is 
the US Armed Forces’ comprehensive strategic approach for using cy-
berspace operations to assure US military strategic superiority in the do-
main. The integration of offensive and defensive cyberspace operations, 
coupled with the skill and knowledge of our people, is fundamental to this 
approach.

12 DoD Directive 8000.01, Management	of	the	DoD	Information	Enter-
prise, February 2009.  GIG. The globally interconnected, end-to-end set of 
information capabilities for collecting, processing, storing, disseminating, 
and managing information on demand to war fighters, policy makers, and 
support personnel. The GIG includes owned and leased communications 
and computing systems and services, software (including applications), 
data, security services, other associated services, and National Security 
Systems. Non-GIG IT includes stand-alone, self-contained, or embedded 
IT that is not connected to the enterprise network.

13 Adapted from DRAFT CAF Strategic Plan Annex C Cyberspace Su-
periority Way, March 2009.

14 Adapted from Vision and Strategy For Defending Information, Lt 
Col John D. Wright, 19 June 00, Air	&	Space	Power	Journal, digital ar-
chives, http://www.airpower.maxwell.af.mil/airchronicles/cc.html.
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The Air Force Network Architecture
Mr. Steven L. Stoner

Chief
AFNet Architecture Development Branch

Air Force Network Integration Center
Scott AFB, Illinois

The Air Force Network, (AFNet) is the official name for 
the Air Force provisioned portion of the Department 

of Defense’s (DoD) Global Information Grid.  The desired ef-
fect of the AFNet is full-spectrum decision superiority for the 
warfighter, achieved through assured system and network avail-
ability, assured information protection, and assured information 
delivery.  This includes providing the warfighter with robust 
network warfare capabilities based on seamless and secure 
network connectivity and information systems network access 
across the terrestrial, airborne, and space domains.

The AFNet Architecture describes common information 
technology and net-centric capabilities.  Evolving Air Force 
policy will mandate the use of AFNet capabilities by all US Air 
Force mission and support systems in lieu of program-unique 
solutions whenever possible.  Many system-unique information 
technology (IT) and net-centric capabilities that power today’s 
mission and support systems will transform into the AFNet IT 
and net-centric capabilities described in this architecture.

The architecture is being developed following the service 
oriented architecture (SOA) methodology.  A SOA is a method 
for constructing and organizing systems which greatly facili-
tates information sharing between systems.  Rather than hard-
coding connections between applications, a 
services-oriented architecture exploits more 
flexible mechanisms such as eXtensible 
Markup Language and web services to ex-
change data. The advantage for the US Air 
Force of this “loosely coupled” approach is 
that an individual system can be modified 
without having a negative impact on the 
systems with which it is integrated.

The AFNet Architecture is structured in 
five domains to align to the Defense Infor-
mation Enterprise Architecture:

  
• Communications
• Computing infrastructure
• Data and services
• Secured availability
• Network operations  

Required capabilities are mapped to Joint 
Capability Areas, the DoD Net-Centric Op-
erational Environment, and combatant com-
mander’s required capabilities.  

The AFNet Architecture provides standard “taxonomies” for 
Air Force capabilities, operational activities, and systems func-
tions and “grouping” of semantically related concepts into the 
following clusters:1

•	 Performers.  Things that perform activities such as ser-
vice performers, systems, personnel, and organizations.

•	 Resource	 Flows.  The interaction between performers 
that is both temporal and results in the flow or exchange 
of objects such as information, data, materiel, and even 
other performers.

•	 Information	and	Data.  Representations (descriptions) of 
things of interest and necessary for the conduct of activi-
ties.

•	 Activities.  Activities are work that transforms (changes) 
inputs into outputs or changes their state.

•	 Capability.  Views the need to perform a set of activities 
under certain conditions and standards to achieve desired 
effects and the way in which those needs are satisfied.

•	 Services. Business and software services, what they do 
for what effects, by what measures and rules, how they 
are described for discovery and use, and how and where 
they can be accomplished.

•	 Rules.  How rules, standards, agreements, and constraints 
are related and are relevant to architectures.

•	 Measures.  All form of measures (metrics) applicable to 
architectures including needs satisfaction, performance, 
interoperability, organizational, and resources.

Cyber Defense – Protecting Operations in an Evolving Domain

Figure	1.	AFNet	2012	Architecture	navigator	tool.
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•	 Locations.  All forms of locations including points, lines, 
areas, volumes, regions, installations, facilities, and ad-
dresses including electronic addresses (e.g., uniform re-
source locator’s) and physical (e.g., postal).

The AFNet 2012 Architecture consists of thirty DoD Archi-
tecture Framework (DoDAF) Version 2.0 compliant documents.  
These documents are designed to support the senior-level deci-
sion-making process on a broad basis.  As such, they are not de-
signed or intended to target a single or limited set of decisions.  
These architecture products are at a level consistent with the 
level of detail required for senior decision makers to establish 
strategy, validate requirements, allocate resources, and provide 
program oversight.  They provide sufficient detail required to 
define relationships with other sub-enterprise architectures, de-
scribe high-level capabilities and system functionality, support 
analysis of alternatives and guide solution definition. 

The AFNet Architecture includes a “navigator” tool (figure 1) 
that provides key linkages to required Air Force and joint ca-
pabilities and activities, enabling AFNet-supported programs 
which map to the AFNet Architecture to inherit traceability to 
appropriate governing guidance and documentation.   

Summary
The size and scope of the AFNet environment requires cyber 

warriors to mature planning and design, create current solutions 
and execute operations using fielded systems in a simultaneous, 
orderly fashion.  Waiting for the perfect design, or moving for-
ward without a design would be mistakes.  Use of architecture 
is the best method to achieve managed change.

Notes:
1 The entire set of AFNet 2012 architecture products is available from 

any .mil address in the AFNet Architecture’s folder on the Air Force 
Knowledge Now web site at: https://afkm.wpafb.af.mil/AFNet.  This 
folder contains the Microsoft Word document which provides the afore-
mentioned “navigator” capability to help readers select and access docu-
ments of interest.
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Preparing the Air Force for 
Computer Network Operations 

SSgt Andrew T. Jones, USAF
Instructor

39th Information Operations Squadron
Hurlburt Field, Florida

Cyberspace

The name alone conjures up all manner of things.  
Through practical experience though, the most common 

is the 35-year-old guy surrounded by monitors and keyboards 
in his mom’s basement.  In today’s rapidly-changing world, 
quite often the one with the most cyber know-how is among 
the youngest.  To that end, one can easily see that the Air Force 
is realizing that, but even the most tech-savvy kid in one dis-
cipline is not going to be fully-competent across all domains. 
And that’s where the 39th Information Operations Squadron (39 
IOS), located at Hurlburt Field, Florida, comes into play.  What 
began at the 39 IOS as Undergraduate Network Warfare Train-
ing (UNWT) has laid the foundation for what is now Under-
graduate Cyber Training (UCT).  UCT is the technical school 
for brand-new officer and enlisted cyber defense operators at 
Keesler AFB, Mississippi.

An Evolving Mission
As the move was made, the 39 IOS switched the focus 

from teaching basic network warfare training to developing 
the next level of training, Inter-
mediate Network Warfare Train-
ing (INWT).  INWT takes the 
concepts from UNWT/UCT and 
builds upon them.  Like its prede-
cessor, INWT is pay-grade neu-
tral: the class is open to enlisted, 
officers, and civilians who have 
proved they have a need, such 
as filling a combat mission ready 
position, and the proper clear-
ance.  With that shift in focus, the 
39 IOS also saw a shift in intensi-
ty as classes are being held more 
often and with more students.  
Along with the network warfare, 
the squadron will still be teaching 
the other courses they have tradi-
tionally offered as well: the In-
formation Operations Integration 
Course, Signature Management 
Course, an instructor methodol-
ogy course, and various mission 
qualification training courses.

The People
The 39 IOS’s instructor cadre members are among the best 

and brightest in the Air Force and the support staff that makes 
sure the classrooms work is second to none.  It truly is a re-
sult of all of those people working together that they have been 
able to develop and start teaching INWT in such a short time 
span.  These people spent many long hours working to make 
this course possible and fulfill the service’s need for cyberspace 
and information operations training. 

The Expertise
As the members of instructor cadre can attest, raw talent is 

important, but in the operational environment, that will only 
go so far.  The cyber domain is constantly changing, and when 
teaching operators to fly, fight, and win in cyberspace, contin-
uous training is key.  The cadre maintains their expertise by 
keeping abreast of current events, following the development of 
new capabilities and maintaining contacts on the outside.  Most 
of the cadre maintains qualification currency for Air Force mis-
sion systems.  Some of them attend conferences such as Black 
Hat and DEF CON or participate in major Air Force and joint 
exercises to stay on the tip of the sword, or continue to teach in 
these challenging environments.  The subject matter of 39 IOS 
courses is unique in that what is taught one week could be ren-
dered obsolete and utterly-inconsequential the following week.  

Curriculum review and update 
cycles are measured in days and 
weeks—new techniques are not 
saved for future classes.

The Domain
Cyberspace is unique. Unlike 

air, land, water, and space, cy-
berspace is man-made and in cy-
berspace, even the very fabric of 
the domain can be manipulated.  
Cyberspace is everywhere, and 
nowhere: you cannot just point 
in a direction and say, “that’s 
cyberspace.”  Cyberspace, by its 
very nature, also poses some 
very unique challenges.

The Challenges
In cyberspace, there are no 

geographical or easily definable 
political boundaries.  Borders 
and distances mean nothing 
when information travels at the 

Cyber Defense – Protecting Operations in an Evolving Domain

Figure	1.	Partial	map	of	 the	 Internet	based	on	 the	15	January		
2005	data	found	on	www.opte.org.	Each	line	is	drawn	between	
two	nodes,	representing	two	IP	addresses.
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speed of light.  No longer does mounting an attack mean flying 
planes, sailing ships, and landing troops.  Now all one needs is 
an internet connection and the right combination of ones and 
zeros.  Programs to conduct these activities are easily avail-
able from a number of different websites.  Whole packages of 
these programs, meant for use by security testing professionals, 
are made free under public use licenses.  At the 39 IOS, the 
team follows the development of the latest tools of the trade and 
where possible, incorporates their use and familiarization into 
the courses.  For those tools not able to be used in the training 
environment, the courses teach the capabilities applicable to the 
Air Force missions.

The Event
One word: Stuxnet ... a game changer.  Disclaimer first: this 

is not the time or forum for a “whodunit” debate.  What cannot 
be ignored is the wide breadth of reporting in the news media 
that Stuxnet showed the world that targeted cyber weaponry, 
“precision guided munitions” if you will, is possible.  Not only 
is it possible, it exists.  Even scarier though is that by all ac-
counts, even though Stuxnet’s existence was made public in 
summer 2010, it was reportedly “fired” sometime in 2009.1  
This means that for about a year, this worm quietly spread 
globally and eventually to an industrial control system in Iran.  
While other computers around the world were infected, they 
were not the target and therefore were not harmed by the infec-
tion.  To top all that off, even after being discovered, it con-
tinued on its mission by being very difficult to remove from 
the system.  Imagine if something like that, with a different 
end target, infiltrated our power control systems, water, sewer, 
pipelines, and air traffic control systems.  The effects could be 
catastrophic from military, political, economic, or even societal 
standpoints.  At the 39 IOS, this concern, and the understanding 
of how these processes work, drives the faculty and inspires the 
students to think about these things in a different light, a “how 
can we prevent this” light.

The Revolution
As seen in recent news, uprisings in the Middle East, starting 

with Egypt then spreading to other countries, have all had sev-
eral things in common.  Civil unrest may be the most glaringly 
common factor, but more notable from a cyberspace perspec-
tive is that many of the embattled governments tried to curb 
demonstrators from organizing by cutting off internet access.  
In Egypt’s case, companies around the world responded by 
providing alternative ways for Egyptians to make their voices 
heard.  Methods included dial-up connections, satellite phones, 
and proxy servers.  One company even set up a phone number 
where voice mails left would be converted into Twitter mes-
sages.  This onslaught of alternative means to access meant that 
the Egyptian people were still able to plan and organize and in 

light of that, the Egyptian government reversed their decision 
and turned the Internet back on.2

The Way Forward
The mission as described in layman’s terms is very simple: 

secure cyberspace.  The execution is more complex. In this 
ever-changing, ever-evolving domain, the 39 IOS takes their 
mission very seriously and will continue to change and evolve 
themselves to meet the new needs and remain on the cutting-
edge for the students, the Air Force, and the nation.

Those	wishing	 to	 become	a	part	 of	 the	39	 IOS,	 as	 instructors,	 support	
staff,	 or	 students,	 can	 call	 the	 39	 IOS	 at	 DSN	 579-3939	 (Commercial	
[850]	884-3939)	to	describe	their	intentions	and	they	will	be	directed	to	
the	appropriate	personnel.

Notes:
1 Gregg Keizer, “Is Stuxnet the ‘best’ malware ever?,” 16 September 

2010, http://www.infoworld.com/print/137598, “At the time, research-
ers believed Stuxnet—whose roots were later traced as far back as June 
2009...”; CN, Computing Now, blog excerpt, “Symantec: Stuxnet Infec-
tions Started in 2009,” IEEE Computer Society, 15 February 2011, http://
www.computer.org/portal/web/news/home/-/blogs/3784583; jsessionid=a
d94fde9c397967912af7259f430, “Stuxnet was launched in June 2009.”

2 Shereen El Gazzar, et al., Fox Business, “Egypt Communications 
Cut As Protests Continue,” 28 January 2011, http://www.foxbusiness.
com/markets/2011/01/28/egypt-communications-cut-protests-continue/; 
John D. Sutter, “Internet access returns in Egypt,” CNN	Tech, 2 February 
2011, http://www.cnn.com/2011/TECH/web/02/02/egypt.internet/index.
html?iref=allsearch#; Alexei Oreskovic, “Google launches Twitter work-
around for Egypt,”  MSNBC	online, 1 February 2011, http://www.msnbc.
msn.com/id/41360089/.
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Sergeant Jones entered the Air Force in 2005 as a communications 
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the 554th Electronic Systems Group at Maxwell AFB – Gunter Annex 
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tion at the 39th IOS.  Sergeant Jones is a graduate of Undergraduate 
Network Warfare Training and converted to the Cyberspace Defense 
Operator Air Force Specialty Code upon receipt of his 7-level.

In	cyberspace,	there	are	no	geographical	or	easily	definable	political	boundaries.		Borders	
and	distances	mean	nothing	when	information	travels	at	the	speed	of	light.
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Rethinking Cyber Defense
Mr. David W. Aucsmith
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Institute for Advanced Technology in Governments
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Redmond, Washington

Computer systems have been under attack almost from 
the beginning of computers themselves.1, 2   Over the 

years we have developed many tools and processes for keep-
ing them secure.  Arguably, we have not been very successful.  
We have now reached the stage that the cyber environment has 
become a unique war fighting domain.  A war fighting domain 
in this sense is defined by the unique tactics, techniques, and 
procedures needed to defend or attack computer systems in 
military enterprises.  We have not been able to create computer 
systems that are immune to the attack weapons (malicious com-
puter code, malicious network communications, or social en-
gineering) of our adversaries.  Years of failure suggest that we 
must rethink how we protect computer systems.

Microsoft products and customers have been a part of cyber-
attacks since the first personal computer was connected to the 
Internet.  Over this time, we have developed insights into how 
and why cyber-attacks succeed or fail.

Why Systems are Not Secure
When I first started working at Microsoft, my Department of 

Defense (DoD) colleagues would frequently ask a question that 
was roughly framed as, “Why don’t you guys just write better 
software to begin with then we would not have these problems.”  
Obviously the problem is more complicated than that question 
suggests.  The reasons that it is more complicated are important 
to understanding how computer systems might be made more 
secure in the future.  The answer depends on two factors.

First, we have adversaries.  Anytime that one has adversar-
ies—who are adapting their weapons, tactics, and deployment 
to the development of your technology—one has a classic 
arms race.  I would respond to my DoD colleagues with, “I 
will create a computer system that will remain secure as soon 
as you build an airplane that cannot be shot down.”  This is 
the dynamic of adversarial relationships.  However, adversarial 
relationships in cyberspace are further exacerbated due to the 
highly asymmetric nature of cyber engagements; the significant 
mobility afforded the attacker, and the difficulty of attribution.

The second factor in building secure computer systems is 
that we are building incredibly complicated systems.  We are 
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building computer systems that are far more complex than our 
ability to completely model or understand their functionality, 
in a formal sense.  Indeed, as computer systems become more 
multi-threaded, multi-processor enabled, and data driven, they 
will become more non-deterministic and less able to be mod-
eled or completely understood.

The reality is that we are building incredibly complex com-
puter systems, which we have no formal way to analyze, and 
we are placing them in front of experienced, resourceful, and 
determined adversaries.  This set of circumstances guarantee 
that vulnerabilities will be found in the computer system, weap-
ons and tactics will be developed to exploit those vulnerabili-
ties, and that the computer system will be successfully compro-
mised at some point in the future.

Why Security Testing is Only Part of the Answer
The traditional approach to achieving secure computer sys-

tems has been to develop computer security evaluation and test-
ing criteria.  Over the years, there have been numerous attempts 
to create certifications for computer security.  These include the 
DoD trusted computer system evaluation criteria, better known 
as the Orange Book, published in 1985.3  More recently, there 
has been the Common Criteria (International Standard Orga-
nization/International Electrotechnical Commission Standard 
15408).4  These certification methodologies, and others like 
them, specify a set of security features and assurances and then 
rely on compliance testing and analysis.

These types of methodologies identify where the computer 
system as built does not meet the criteria as specified.  The 
problem with this approach is that very frequently vulnerabili-
ties occur because the computer system as built has additional 
functionality not specified by the criteria.  A buffer overrun is 
an additional entry point not in the specification.  The failure of 
the certification-based approach is that it is impossible to create 
a systematic way to find all such vulnerabilities.  This can eas-
ily be verified by asking, “How do you know when you have 
found them all?”

This is not to say that security certifications are useless.  
They are essential for confidence in identifying those features 
which do not meet standards.  They are necessary but not suf-
ficient.  Where they do not work well, where a computer system 
has additional functionality not specified, we need a different 
methodology, one that allows one to approximate a search for 
additional functionality.  One way to do this is to at least ask 
the question, “Of all the bad things I know about, are there any 

[A]s	computer	systems	become	more	multi-threaded,	multi-processor	enabled,	and	data	
driven,	they	will	become	more	non-deterministic	and	less	able	to	be	modeled	or	completely	
understood.	
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present in the system?”  We call this threat	modeling.5  
Threat modeling, in this context, is a methodology where we 

characterize the code constructs that lead to vulnerabilities and 
successful attacks.  We search for and remove those constructs.  
What makes threat modeling particularly valuable is that it is 
not static.  As new code constructs that lead to vulnerabilities 
are identified, we can add them to the threat model database for 
use in analyzing future systems or even for reanalyzing past 
systems.  As useful as threat modeling is, even in conjunction 
with classic certification methodologies, it cannot alert you to 
vulnerabilities that have never before been seen or imagined.

Cyberspace as Maneuver Warfare
Since we must place highly complex computer systems in 

the presence of adversaries—computer systems that cannot be 
definitively tested—we need to approach computer security in 
a new way.  We must acknowledge that we cannot build com-
puter systems that are secure and will remain so in perpetuity.  
Rather, we must build computer systems that are adaptable, 
configurable, and give us the ability to anticipate and respond 
to our adversary’s behavior.  It is the difference between the 
Maginot Line and maneuver warfare.  We need to create the 
equivalent of maneuver warfare in cyberspace.

To make systems adaptable, we need to be able to change 
their behavior to input or change their attack surface.6  One of 
the ways we do this is by patching the software of the computer 
system.  Patching and defensive updates, such as anti-virus sig-
nature updates, are how we achieve maneuver warfare in cy-
berspace.  We should not view patching as a failure, but rather, 
as successfully maneuvering the software baseline against an 
attack by an adversary.  We need to strive to make patching 
frequent, quick, and transparent.

As it is likely that an adversary will, at some time, identify 
and exploit a previously unknown vulnerability, we must ap-
proach the problem differently.  We must make the use of an un-
known cyber weapon prohibitively expensive, in a broad sense, 
for our adversary to use.  While we have no choice but to allow 
our adversary the use of a new weapon, we should immediately 
sense the attack and then rapidly adapt every other computer 
system in the enterprise to be immune to the weapon’s future 
use.  Our adversary can use the weapon only once after which 
it is useless (assuming computer systems are patched, updated, 
and configured correctly).

This change in philosophy implies a level of sensors, com-
munications, and what is now called active	defense that is rarely 
found today.  However, it is obtainable with current technology.

Sensors and Intelligence
I use the term sensor here in its broadest context.  It is some 

mechanism, software, or process, which provides information 
about the state of the system in which it is deployed.  This infor-
mation is then used to generate indications and warnings—that 
is, to generate intelligence.  Ultimately, intelligence is derived 
from a rich and diverse population of sensors and is aggregated 
and correlated for maximum usefulness.

When organizations develop a cyber-situational awareness 

capability, typically they instrument their information tech-
nology environment as a sensor.  Usually this includes the de-
ployment of intrusion detection systems, anti-virus systems, 
network traffic analysis systems, and the like.  What we have 
found over time is that these sensors are our worst sensors for 
situational awareness.  They give no indication of what our ad-
versary is planning, sometimes they can show that we are under 
attack, and they are excellent for forensics after an attack has 
occurred.  To put this into a military metaphor, this is akin to 
not knowing you are under attack until your adversary is in the 
foxhole with you.  This is a little too late.  In no other war fight-
ing domain would we accept this level of situational awareness.

The question then is how to develop and deploy sensors that 
can give us indications and warnings of our adversary’s inten-
tions and actions.  That is, provide intelligence.  While this may 
seem like an impossible task, there are practical sensors that 
have some of these characteristics.  Honeypots are one such 
sensor.7  If placed in desirable locations, they may provide in-
formation about attack tools and weapons.  If they are designed 
to be immune to known attacks then the only successful at-
tacks will be ones that are hitherto unknown.  They can capture 
new tools and techniques and send that information to analyst 
or analysis machines where patches, signatures, settings, and/
or heuristics can be developed.  The goal would be to rapidly 
disseminate the patches, signatures, settings, and heuristics to 
all other enterprise components to make them immune from 
the same attack.  Thus, the only successful attack using a new 
weapon would be the attack on the honeypot.

Traditional intelligence methods, when targeted against the 
cyber domain, may also be good sensors.  For example, collect-
ing open source intelligence about cyber-attack tool develop-
ment could identify potentially unknown weapons.   Again, the 
point is to identify a new weapon by any means available and 
then rapidly immunize the enterprise against it.  Other potential 
sensors include heuristics-based anti-virus software, network 
scanners, configuration monitors and such—as long as they are 
tied to an automated processing capability that can use that in-
telligence to develop suitable counter measures.

In order for a sensor to be used for automated defense at 
scale, it must have a very good signal to noise ratio.  False posi-
tives must be rare.  Most network-based sensors do not have 
this property.  Network-based sensors have difficulty knowing 
which specific traffic is from legitimate processes and which is 
from malicious processes.  End point (or host-based) sensors, 
such as anti-virus software, honeypots, and the like are able to 
disambiguate traffic to their hosts because malware must “re-
veal” itself to take control of the system.

Hygiene
To be effective, sensors must have a high signal-to-noise ra-

tio.  There are two ways to do this.  We can develop sensors that 
have a very high selectivity or we can reduce the background 
noise.  One of the ways to reduce the noise is to improve the 
security posture of the enterprise as a whole.  Out of date or 
unpatched computer systems succumb to attacks from weapons 
which have long since been identified and for which immuniza-
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tion is available.  That is, if they had been patched or brought 
up to the current version of that software, they would not have 
been compromised.  If computer systems easily succumb to 
known attacks, it is superfluous to protect them from unknown 
attacks.  This implies a minimum level of hygiene that must be 
present in the enterprise as a precondition for effective defense.

There are other issues besides being unpatched or out-of-
date systems that contribute to security vulnerabilities, such as, 
poor system administration or incorrect system settings.  In-
deed, dynamic modification of system setting may be an ef-
fective way to counter an attack,  For example, dynamically 
disabling auto-execute of universal serial bus (USB) storage 
devices would have immunized computer systems from the at-
tacks utilizing USB storage as an attack vector.  This level of 
hygiene is technically easy to do but rarely attained in practice 
in most enterprises.  It requires tools and processes for distrib-
uting patches and configuration changes quickly and it requires 
a willingness to upgrade systems to new versions of software 
and hardware.

Implications
The traditional view of computer security has not lead to se-

cure systems.  We must rethink how we approach cyber defense.  
Computer systems cannot be made permanently secure in an 
adversarial environment.  If we accept that premise, then we are 
forced to make computer systems adaptable and resilient.  To 
do so, we must have knowledge on which to base our adapta-
tions and we must have a process for handling that knowledge 
at a speed that out paces our adversary’s ability to exploit the 
vulnerability.  This requirement leads to the conclusion that we 
need sensors that can detect the first use of a cyber-weapon and 
the tools, processes and mechanisms to communicate the resul-
tant knowledge to the entire enterprise.

Also inherent in this argument is that we must ensure that the 
enterprise can only be attacked by unknown weapons else there 
is little incentive for the adversary to deploy new or more so-
phisticated weapons.  Why should an adversary use new weap-
ons against an enterprise when old ones work sufficiently well?  

Achieving cyber defense then requires three things:

• Enterprise wide hygiene—up to date, correctly config-
ured, and patched systems.

• Sensors that can detect the first use of a new weapon—
preferably outside of the enterprise.

• Processes for using the knowledge of a new weapon to 
immunize the enterprise—at speeds greater than the reac-
tion time of the adversary.

There are working examples of each of these requirements 
deployed in enterprises today.  No new or revolutionary tech-
nology is required to achieve this.  It simply requires the will 
to do so.
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4 Joint Technical Committee, ISO/IEC 15408-1:1999, JTC1, “Infor-
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Evaluation criteria for IT security,” International Organization for Stan-
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Book Review
Surviving Cyber War

Surviving Cyber War.  By Richard Stiennon.  Lanham, Maryland: Gov-
ernment Institutes, 2010.  Bibliography.  Notes.  Index.  Pp. x, 170.  $65.00 
Hardcover ISBN: 978-1-60590-674-1; $39.95 Paperback ISBN: 978-1-
60590-688-1; $39.95 Electronic ISBN: 978-1-60590-675-1

The number of books, not to mention journal articles and web 
pages, devoted to cyber terrorism, cyber warfare, or cyber 

defense has grown steadily during the past few years. Indeed, the 
proverbial trickle has become a literary flood of biblical propor-
tions, which threatens to inundate even the most skillful cyber-sav-
vy readers.  Anyone attempting to become intimately familiar with 
all that is being written would, in all probability, suffer the same 
mental and physical consequences as someone who foolishly tries 
to outrun the Bay of Fundy’s rising tide.  Even a less venturesome 
soul—one simply dabbling at the water’s edge to become better 
informed about cyber threats—might end up gasping for breath.

For those anxious to plunge into the most recently published 
books about cyber warfare, Richard Stiennon’s Surviving	Cyber	
War offers a suitable springboard.  Using historical examples and 
drawing from personal experience, this founder of the independent 
analyst firm IT-Harvest and author of the “ThreatChaos.com” se-
curity blog has constructed a valuable primer on the evolution of 
cyber conflict and a basic guide for governments, commercial en-
terprises, and others interested in defending themselves.  Far less 
intimidating than Edward Amoroso’s more technical Cyber	 At-
tacks:	Protecting	National	Infrastructures or Jeffrey Carr’s mod-
erately sophisticated Cyber	Warfare, Stiennon’s book offers both a 
substantive challenge to neophytes and a refreshing tutorial for ex-
perts.  It complements, in both content and style, Richard Clarke’s 
and Robert Knake’s Cyber	War:	The	Next	Threat	to	National	Secu-
rity	and	What	to	Do	About	It.

To introduce his topic, Stiennon recounts Shawn Carpenter’s 
story—the tale of a cyber warrior who discovered in 2004 that Chi-
nese hackers had infiltrated Sandia National Laboratories and, con-
sequently, stepped into the middle of an FBI investigation dubbed 
Titan Rain.  The author backtracks to explore the beginning of Chi-
nese cyber threats to the US.  He explains the 
techniques and tools of cyber espionage, and he 
enumerates some of the countermeasures.  For 
anyone contemplating how to design a response 
to a cyber threat, he spells out a simple trio of 
security maxims: (1) good network security as-
sumes endpoints are hostile; (2) good endpoint 
security assumes the network is hostile; and (3) 
secure data assumes the user is hostile. From 
there, Stiennon proceeds to a historical analy-
sis of e-mail assaults and distributed denial of 
service (DDOS) attacks, which he describes as 
among the most common forms of cyber war-
fare. As a defense against DDOS attacks, he 
touts as the phased techniques—communica-
tion, network response, and hardening server 
infrastructure—Estonia employed after Russia’s 

“crowd sourcing” attacks in 2007.
Stiennon suggests that just as the weapons and tactics intro-

duced during the Battle of the Somme nearly a century ago sig-
naled a new era in human conflict, so do the present day’s rapidly 
evolving attacks on and across cyber networks.  Indeed, the latter 
are “poised to become the defining innovation of twenty-first-cen-
tury warfare” (77).  Reflecting further on World War I history, he 
describes T. E. Lawrence’s guerilla warfare concept—“a hardened 
interior defended by its natives at the fine level of a square mile”—
as a “close parallel” to an “appropriate model for information se-
curity” (113).  While some might be tempted to focus on cyber 
offensive investments, Stiennon argues that creation of a carefully 
crafted “distributed defense” should be the primary goal for miti-
gating cyber risk.

For so slim a volume, Surviving	Cyber	War contains a weighty 
amount of substantive material.  Pondering the lessons learned from 
Russia’s cyber attacks on Georgia in 2008, for example, Stiennon 
acknowledges the difficulty of finding and training a corps of cyber 
warriors.  He proposes immediate creation of cyber “research func-
tions, even establishing separate labs on the order of Sandia, Liver-
more, and Oak Ridge” (102).  Furthermore, he stresses the need 
for new treaties and international arrangements to curtail the use 
of cyber weapons. Stiennon debunks most recent think-tank stud-
ies on cyber war or cyber defense, including those by Cato Insti-
tute, Hoover Institute, Heritage Foundation, and National Research 
Council, because they do not exhibit a technical understanding of 
the issues; he suggests think tanks “broaden their research capabil-
ity by incorporating security technologists from industry” (153).

Based on the assumption that gaining total information domi-
nance is the objective, Stiennon contends that success in cyber war 
depends on the strength of four pillars: intelligence, technology, 
logistics, and command.  In his elaboration on the “paramount 
importance” of mastering each pillar, he especially emphasizes 
eleven areas of development in offensive technology.  Beyond 
mastering the four pillars, Stiennon asserts that any nation expect-
ing to survive future wars must reorganize its current military and 

“the way in which it is guided by General HQ 
and ultimately the state leaders” (130). For the 
US and most other nations, the question of how 
best to organize remains unanswered and open 
to debate.

By the time this review appears in print, any-
one rushing out to purchase Surviving	 Cyber	
War might want to look for a copy of Stiennon’s 
second book.  Scheduled for release in June 
2011, its title is Cyber	 Defense:	 Countering	
Targeted	Attacks.  Stiennon has characterized it 
as “more like a textbook,” which will categorize 
all types of cyber attacks and identify the tools 
needed to defend against each type of attack.

Reviewed	by	Dr.	Rick	W.	Sturdevant,	deputy	com-
mand	historian,	HQ	Air	Force	Space	Command.
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